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ABSTRACT 

As part of a research project on the potential effects of climate change on aquatic 
ecosystems, a basin scale hydrologic model has been chosen to simulate the effect of 
climate change on the non~point source inputs from rural watersheds to lakes and 
impoundments. The goal of this study is to develop methods for conducting a regional 
analysis of watershed response to climate change. In this report, the methods required to 
compile the input data for SWAT (Standard Watershed Assessment Tool, Arnold et al., 
1994) using the IDRISI geographical information system (GIS) software (Eastman, 1993) 
are described. There were three major steps in the process. The first step, map 
acquisition, required downloading three different types of maps from the USGS Eros Data 
Center via the Internet. Two methods for the second step, determining the boundaries of 
the entire watershed and its subbasins, were used and compared. The third step was the 
determination of the input parameters using the maps and watershed boundaries derived 
in steps one and two, SWAT requires three files of input data for the entire basin and ten 
input files for each subbasin. Whenever it was possible ( and appropriate), GIS methods 
were used to calculate these data. 

The Baptism River watershed near Beaver Bay, MN was used as an example of 
how these methods could be used to simulate streamflow and stream water quality. Once 
the data were gathered, organized and calculated, the predictions were compared to field 
data gathered from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA) sources. The best predictions for streamflow had a standard error of 
19.6 rom, which was 0.56 times the mean measured monthly streamflow. The model's 
prediction of streamflow could be improved by updating SWAT's snowmelt submodel and 
expanding its crop database to better represent forests. The model's predictions of 
sediment yield differed from measured suspended sediment data by more than an order 
of magnitude. Suspended sediment is not the correct measurement to use to evaluate the 
predictions of sediment yield. Bed load (the sediment that moves along the stream bed) 
must be measured as well. The model's predictions of nitrogen and phosphorous yields 
were usually within the range measured in the field. The evaluation of the model's 
predictions could be improved with a more complete data set. 

The successes of this modeling project show that it is possible to use readily 
available data to simulate a watershed with some degree of accuracy. This work will 
continue with agricultural watersheds in order to confirm that this is indeed the case. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

As part of a research project on the potential effects of climate change on aquatic 
ecosystems, a basin scale hydrologic model has been chosen to simulate the effect of 
climate change on the non-point source inputs from rural watersheds to lakes and 
impoundments. The goal of this study is to develop methods for conducting a regional 
analysis of watershed response to climate change. Hydrologic models of large watersheds, 
however, typically require a substantial amount of input data. The conventional approach 
is to compile the data using topographic maps, soil series data, and site measurements, 
which when done by hand, requires a significant amount of detailed, painstaking work. 
Geographical information systems (GIS), which can be used to organize, display and 
calculate spatial data, greatly simplify this task. 

In this report, the methods required to compile the input data for SWAT (Standard 
Watershed Assessment Tool, Arnold et ai., 1994) using the IDRISI1 GIS software 
(Eastman, 1993) are described. There were three major steps in the process. The first 
step, map acquisition, required downloading three different types of maps from the USGS 
Eros Data Center via the Internet (Section II.l). The first type of map represented 
elevation (digital elevation model), the second represented land use and land cover, and 
the third represented other map features, such as streams, lakes, wetlands, roads and trails, 
etc. A digital map of the soil types in the watershed was needed to use IDRISI to 
determine SWAT's soil input parameters, but no such map was available for the Baptism ' 
River watershed. The Minnesota Soil Atlas, published by the University of Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station (Erickson et ai., 1981) was used as a hard copy substitute 
for a digital soil map. Following acquisition, the three digital maps were converted to 
IDRISI format using modules provided with IDruSI (Section II.2). The maps were then 
converted to the same units and format and geographically aligned with each other 
(Sections II.3-4). 

The second step in the input data compilation process was to determine the 
boundaries of the entire watershed (Section IlL 1 ) and its subbasins (Section III.2). Two 
methods were used and compared: one was the W ATRSHED module included with 
IDruSI and the other was the program TOPAZ, created at the National Agricultural Water 
Quality Laboratory in Durant, Oklahoma (Martz and Garbrecht, 1992). Due to the large 

IThe creators ofIDRISI at Clark University give this bit of history to explain its name: "Idrisi was a cartographer and 

geographer of major significance during the medieval period. He was born in 1099 AD in Sebtah .. on the North African coast 
of what is now Morocco ... Commissioned by King Roger of Sicily to prepare a geographical survey ofthe world, Idrisi headed 
a collaborative effort by scholars and technicians ofthe Rogerian Court at Palermo. The maps and text that resulted from that 
collaboration served as primary references for over 500 years." 
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resolution of the elevation map, neither method was perfect and some fiddling was 
required to determine some of the boundaries. 

The third step was the determination of the input parameters using the maps and 
watershed boundaries derived in steps one and two (Section IV). SWAT requires three 
files of input data for the entire basin and ten input files for each subbasin. The three 
basin level files (Section IV.2) contain control codes, physical and hydrologic data that 
apply to the entire basin, and weather data, respectively. The ten subbasin level files 
(Section IV.3) contain physical and hydrologic data, routing data, pond and wetland data, 
reservoir data, pesticide data, soils data, land management instructions (includes grazing, 
pesticide, irrigation, tillage, plant, harvest and fertilizer operations), automatic land 
management instructions (e.g., apply fertilizer when nitrogen stress factor reaches a certain 
amount), groundwater data, and lake water quality data, respectively. Whenever it was 
possible (and appropriate), GIS methods were used.to calculate these data. 

The Baptism River watershed near BeaverBay, MN was used as an example of 
how these methods could be used to simulate streamflow and stream water quality. Once 
the data were gathered, organized and calculated, the predictions were compared to field 
data gathered from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA) sources (Section V). The results were analyzed and suggestions for 
improvements to the model were made. 
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II. MAP ACQUISITION AND CONVERSION 

11.1 Download Maps from USGS EROS Data Center 

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) is in the process of digitizing all of 
their data. Many of their maps are currently available on the Internet. The easiest way 
to access the data is to use a World Wide Web browser such as Mosaic or Netscape to 
connect to the following Web page: http://sun1.cr.usgs.gov/doc/edchome/ndcdb/ 
ndcdb.html. This page contains links to Digital Elevation Model (DEM) maps, Digital 
Line Graph (DLG) maps, and Land UselLand Cover (LULC) maps. A user guide is 
included for each type of map, as well as three different methods for accessing the maps: 
an alphabetical listing, a listing by state, and a series of point~and-click maps by which 
one can zoom in on the region of interest. 

The DEM maps contain the elevation data typically found on a 1 :250,000 scale 
topographic map. They were created by digitizing USGS topographic maps and 
interpolating the elevations between the contours. One map covers 1 degree longitude by 
1 degree latitude. 

The DLG maps contain digital outlines of the flowing water, standing water, 
wetlands, roads and trails, railroads, pipelines, and transmission lines at 1: 1 00,000 scale. 
Eventually, hypsography, political boundaries, and Public Land Survey System categories 
will be included. One map covers 1 degree longitude by 0.5 degree latitude. Each map 
has eight 0.25 degree latitude by 0.25 degree longitude subsections that are numbered as 
follows: 

W i E~ __ __ 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1- _1 __ 1 ___ 1 __ 1 

15 ' 6 1 7 '8 ' 1- _1 __ 1 ___ 1 __ 1 

IDRISI requires the "optional" format files (i.e., * . opt. *). 

LULC maps contain attribute codes that describe land use and land cover 
(Table 1). The codes are associated with polygons that are ~4 hectares (10 acres) in size. 
The LULC maps are 1 :250,000 scale. One map covers 2 degrees longitude by 1 degree 
latitude. IDRISI requires the grid _ cell.gz file, but not any of the other files that are 
associated with each geographical area. 
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Table 1 Land Use/Land Cover Codes Used by the USGS 

1 Urban or Built-Up Land 
11 Residential 
12 Commercial Services 
13 Industrial 
14 Transportation, Communications 
15 Industrial and Commercial 
16 Mixed Urban or Built-Up Land 
17 Other Urban or Built-Up Land 

2 Agricultural Land 
21 Cropland and Pasture 
22 Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, 

and Nurseries 
23 Confined Feeding Operations 
24 Other Agricultural Land 

3 Rangeland 
31 Herbaceous Rangeland 
32 Sllnlb and Brush Rangeland 
33. Mixed Rangeland 

4 Forest Land 
41 Deciduous Forest Land 
42 Evergreen Forest Land 
43 Mixed Forest Land 

5 Water 
51 Streams and Canals 
52 Lakes 
53 Reservoirs 
54 Bays and Estuaries 

11.2 Convert Maps to IDRISI Format 

6 Wetland 
61 F orested Wetlands 
62 Non-forested Wetlands 

7 Barren Land 
71 Dry Salt Flats 
72 Beaches 
73 Sandy Areas Other 

than Beaches 
74 Bare Exposed Rock 
75 Strip Mines, Quarries, 

and Gravel Pits 
76 Transitional Areas 
77 Mixed Barren Land 

8 Tundra 
81 Shrub and Brush 

Tundra 
82 Herbaceous Tundra 
83 Bare Ground 
84 Wet Tundra 
85 Mixed Tundra 

9 Snow and Ice 
91 Perennial Snowfields 
92 Glaciers 

DEMmaps were converted by unzipping them with gzip (actual command: gzip
dfname), then running DEMIDRIS. This program takes a long time to run, on the order 
of ~ hour per MB of data. It reorients the irregular length profiles running from south 
to north found in a DEM file to the standard raster orientation of west to east, which 
requires a large number of random file accesses. 

4 
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DLG maps were converted by unzipping them with gzip (actual command: gzip ~ 
djname), running CRLF for each file (options entered: 1,80, oldfname, newfname.DLG), 
then running DLG. When running DLG, the file was scanned first to see what features 
were listed. The major and minor codes of the features that were to be placed in each 
data layer were written down (e.g. lakes, ponds, and bays were all placed in one layer). 
The features were then extracted into IDRISI vector files. The streams, roads, railroads, 
and transmission lines were extracted as lines and the lakes, ponds, and wetlands were 
extracted as polygons. Script files were set up so that all of the data layers could be 
viewed as a single map using PLOT (See e.g., c:\idrisi\baptism\section7.scr). The process 
was repeated for all four of the subsections that contained part of the Baptism River 
watershed. 

LULC maps were converted by unzipping the grid_cel.gz file with gzip (actual 
command: gzip ~d grid _ cel), running CRLF (options to enter: 1, 80, oldfname, 
newfname), then gzipping the file again and fiping it to macedonia. Once there, the 
grid_eel file was unzipped and ctg1 was run to extract the data layers (The ctg1 program 
was written for VAX Pascal, so it had to be adapted to run in a Unix environment). See 
the module description for Ctg lICtg2 in the IDRISI manual. The following is an example 
input screen for the program ctg 1 : 

IDruSI USGS Composite Theme Grid Windowing Program 

Enter the name of the raw CTG tape file 
Enter a new name for the extracted window 
Enter the number of header records 
Enter the start easting 
Enter the finish easting 
Enter the start northing 
Enter the finish northing 
Enter the data layer number 
Enter the lower cutoff data layer value 
Enter the upper cutoff data layer value 
Enter the data layer adjustment value 
Enter the output field width desired 

: grid_cel 
: land _use.ctg 
:5 
: 613624 
: 653725 
: 5235040 
: 5290631 
:4 
: 1 
: 10000000000 
:0 
:3 

The easting and northing values were calculated using the projected distance from 
the middle of the UTM zone and from the equator, respectively. This, of course, is 
gibberish to the non~geographer. See http://wwwhost.cc.utexas.edulfip/pub/grg/gcraftl 
notes/coordsys/coordsys.html for a short introduction to georeferencing. The IDRISI 
manual has an introduction as well, but it assumes a little more prior knOWledge. To 
convert from latitude and longitude to UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) easting and 
northing values, a geographic calculator was used to convert from distances in latitude and 
longitude to geodesic distance (in meters). One could find a similar calculator program 
on the Internet by searching for "geo and convert" at the following Web page: 

5 



http://www.fagg.uni-Ij.si/cgi-binishaselForm. The easting value is the geodesic distance 
from the 93rd meridian, which is the middle of the UTM zone in which the Baptism 
River lies. The northing value is the geodesic distance from the equator. The easting and 
northing values were determined for each of the four sides of a rectangle encompassing 
the Baptism River Watershed and input to ctgI. The data layer number for this run, 4, 
corresponds to land use. See CtgI/Ctg2 in the IDRISI manual for a delineation of the 
available data layers. The upper and lower cutoff for data layer values were intended to 
include all of the land use categories in the file. No transformation of the data was used 
and, since land use codes are two digit numbers, a field width of 3 was sufficient. Since 
ctgl is reading from a very large file (the grid_cel file for the Baptism River Watershed 
is 33 MB), it takes a while to run (10-15 minutes on a Sun workstation). Sample output: 

IDRISI USGS Composite Theme Grid Windowing Program 

Windowing operation complete 
The number of rows is 279 
The number of co Is is 202 . 
The minimum value is 11 
The maximum value is 76 

The land_use.ctg file was then ftped back to the PC and converted to IDRISI 
format using CTG2. The input for CTG2 is the land _ use.ctg file and a blank image file. 
The blank image file was created with INITIAL as an integer binary file using zero as the 
initial value, the easting and northing values input to ctgI as the minimum and maximum 
x and y values, the number of rows and columns output from ctgl as the number of rows 
and columns, the UTM zone as the reference system (e.g. UTM-15N includes most of 
Minnesota), m as the reference units, 1.0 as the unit distance, and m as the value units. 
CTG2 placed the land use data into the blank image, creating a land use/land cover map 
(filename: LAND_USE). 

11.3 Convert All Maps to Same Reference System 

The DEM map reference system (degrees) was converted to the UTM reference 
system (easting and northing values, in meters) used in the DLG vector files and the land 
use image files. The IDRISI module PROJECT was used (see IDRISI manual). The input 
reference system for the DEM image was LATLONG. The output reference system was 
UTM-15N, where 15N is the UTM zone where the watershed of interest was located. 
The correct UTM zone was determined from the map of all of the UTM zones retrieved 
from the georeferencing Web page mentioned above (Fig. 1). After conversion,the area 
of the DEM map containing the Baptism River watershed was extracted. The resulting 
map (521 columns by 446 rows) was then shifted 1000 m to the southeast in order to 
align with the. other raster.. and vector-based maps of the area. The IDRISI module 
RESAMPLE was run.using a linear transformation, 336 columns by 442 rows, the 
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original minimums and maximums for x (612657.25, 644399.1875) and y (5234630, 
5276475), and the following old point to new point correspondence: 

Old Point New Point 

X Y x y 

613624 5235747 624331 5235040 
653018 5290631 653725 5289924 
613624 5290631 624331 5289924 
653018 5235747 653725 5235040 

In order to make the x and y distance across each cell equal (i.e., make each cell square), 
the number of columns in the DEM map of the Baptism River Region was reduced from 
521 to 336. The resulting distance along one side of a cell was 94 m. 

11.4 Convert Vector Files to Raster Files 

The lake and stream files were converted from vector to raster format. Most·of 
IDRISl's modules manipulate raster images rather than vector images. LINERAS was 
used for the streams (line vector files) and POLYRAS for the lakes (polygon vector files). 
These modules require the user to first create a new, blank image file with INITIAL. 
From within INITIAL, the dimensions and units for the new image file were copied from 
the land use image file created in part 3, so that the new raster images would· be·· . 
geographically aligned with the land use image. OVERLAY was· then used to join. 
together into one map the lake images, the river images, and the land use image (Fig, 2). 
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III. DETERMINATION OF BASIN 
& SUBBASIN BOUNDARIES 

111.1 Basin Boundary 

First, an image of the river was created. A raster image of the lakes and rivers 
in the area was input to the IDRISI module GROUP. The resulting image from GROUP 
had a different number assigned to each contiguous block of water. Using COLOR, the 
values of all of the cells that correspond to the Baptism River and its tributaries were 
determined. A values file was created that ASSIGN used to change all of Baptism River 
cells to 1 and everything else to O. The result was an image of the river .. Then 
SURFACE was run to calculate an aspect image from the DEM map. The river and 
aspect images were input to WATRSHED. WATRSHED starts at the river image and 
includes a cell in the watershed if its slope aspect is within a specified number of degrees 
of the slope aspect of a cell that is already in the watershed. The default value of 90° was 
used. 

The resulting outline did not at first accurately represent the Baptism River 
watershed, so "repairs" were performed. A few small areas inside the watershed that were 
not included were added and a few unwanted areas along the edges that were included 
were removed. The changes were made by digitizing polygons over the areas to be 
changed using the COLOR module. The exact boundaries of the watershed in the areas 
that were changed were determined using the aspect image mentioned in the previous 
paragraph and the DEM map of the region. The polygons were given a value of 1 for 
their ID and were saved to vector files. As a double check, the polygons were compared 
with STRETCHed versions of the DEM map. These versions of the map had 2 to 3 
meter contours in the immediate areas of the polygons. If the polygons did not match the 
divides on the contour maps, they were modified. The final, corrected vector files were 
then translated to raster files using POL YRAS. The polygons that were intended to add 
area to the watershed were simply overlaid on the watershed image using the Cover 
option in OVERLA Y. The polygons that were intended to subtract area from the 
watershed were transformed using RECLASS to a negative image; i.e., all the cells in the 
images had the value 1 except for the polygons, which had the value zero. The watershed 
image was then multiplied by the transformed images using OVERLA Y, which removed 
the areas of the polygons from the watershed image. The resulting watershed image, with 
streams, lakes, and wetlands, is shown in Fig. 3. The resulting watershed, overlaid on 
the digital elevation model, is shown in Fig. 4. 
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As a comparison, TOPAZ, a topographical parameterization program created at the 
National Agricultural Water Quality Laboratory in Durant, OK (Martz and Garbrecht, 
1992), was also used to determine the watershed boundary. This program first determines 
the flow direction for each cell in the DEM map (direction of steepest descent). It then 
starts at the watershed outlet and determines the boundary by expanding the watershed by 
adding one cell at a time. A new cell is included if the flow from the new cell goes into 
one of the cells that are already in the watershed. A copy of the input file used can be 
found in Appendix A. 

TOPAZ produced a slightly smaller watershed than the IDRISI WATRSHED 
module. This is most likely due to the fact that in the TOPAZ method, flow from a cell 
can enter only one of the neighboring cells, whereas in the WATRSHED method, flow 
from a cell can enter more than one of the neighboring cells. The same trimming of 
unwanted areas from around the edge of the watershed was required for both methods. 
Both algorithms erroneously included relatively flat areas around the edge of the 
watershed. TOPAZ did not, however, leave out areas inside of the watershed like 
W ATRSHED did. The areas that were left out were depressions with small openings. 
TOPAZ was better at finding those openings than W ATRSHED was. Since the left-out 
areas were small and easily filled in, the watershed image determined by W ATRSHED '.' 
was used for subsequent analyses. 

TOPAZ also has the ability to determine a channel network from the DEM map 
of a watershed. The output from this part of the program (blue) was compared with the 
USGS DLG vector image of the Baptism River (red) in Fig. 5. In the Baptism 
watershed, there are large wetland areas that are relatively flat in the northwestern part 
of the watershed (see Figs. 3 & 4). TOPAZ was not able to accurately determine the 
channel network in this region. In other parts of the watershed, the accuracy of channel 
network was improved over the image in Fig. 5 by using different values for the Critical" 
Source Area and Minimum Source Channel Length (CSA and MSCL in input file, ' 
respectively). Since a true representation of the channel network was available, the 
calculated channel network and the methods available in TOPAZ for determining channel 
lengths and slopes were not used for subsequent analyses. 

111.2 Subbasin Boundaries 

The subbasins were determined by dividing the Baptism channel network into five 
subsections. The subsections were chosen to provide relatively uniform soil type 
(Minnesota Soil Atlas, Erickson et al., 1981), land use/land cover, and topography (e.g., 
flat or hilly) in each subbasin. To determine the boundaries of each subbasin, 
WATRSHED was run with the aspect image of the Baptism River region (filename: 
BAPASPTC) and the river image for each subbasin (filenames: SUBWATx, where x is 
the subbasin number). The river images for the subbasins were extracted from the 
Baptism River image (filename: BAPTWATR) using the digitizing and overlaying 
technique described in section II-I. The watershed images created by W ATRSHED then 
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had to be trimmed and adjusted. The subbasins were trimmed to fit within the main 
watershed by multiplying them by the watershed image (filename: BOUNDBAP) using 
OVERLA Y. Where the subbasins overlapped, the boundaries between them were usually 
determined using the aspect image and digital elevation model in the same manner as 
described in section II-I. When a downstream subbasin overlapped with an upstream 
subbasin, however, the area of the upstream subbasin was removed from the downstream 
subbasin by multiplying the downstream subbasin by a negative image of the upstream 
subbasin (see section II-I). The subbasin boundaries were then double-checked for errors 
using COLOR by plotting a vector image of the boundary of the main watershed on the 
raster images of the subbasins and by. plotting vector images of the subbasin boundaries 
on the DEM of the main watershed (filename: DEMBAP). Any errors were corrected 
using either UPDATE or the digitizing and overlaying technique described in section II-I. 
Finally, the resulting subbasin images (filenames: SUBSHDxx, where x is the subbasin 
number, 1 - 5) and the Baptism River image were overlaid onto one image (filename: 
SUBSHDS) using OVERLAY (Fig. 6). 
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IV. DETERMINATION OF INPUT PARAMETERS 

SWAT requires three files of input data for the entire basin and ten input files for 
each subbasin. The three basin level files (Section IV.2) contain control codes, physical 
and hydrologic data for the entire basin, and weather data, respectively, The ten subbasin 
level files (Section IV.3) contain physical and hydrologic data, routing data, pond and 
wetland data, reservoir data, pesticide data, soils data, land management instructions 
(includes grazing, pesticide, irrigation, tillage, plant, harvest and fertilizer operations), 
automatic land management instructions (e,g., apply fertilizer when nitrogen stress factor 
reaches a certain amount), groundwater data, and lake water quality data, respectively. 
Whenever it was possible (and appropriate), GIS methods were used to calculate these 
data. The input data required by SWAT, and the values used for the Baptism River 
watershed, can be found in Appendix B. 

IV.I Baptism River Watershed Physiography 

Determination of input parameters requires a basic knowledge of the watershed. 
The Baptism River watershed is located in Minnesota adjacent to Lake Superior, about 
80 kilometers northeast of Duluth, MN. The area of the watershed, using the boundary 
determined by IDRISI (Section 111.1), is 352 square kilometers (136 square miles). The 
total length of the streams is approximately 200 kilometers. The average overland slope 
is 4.0%, ranging from 0.1 % in the wetlands of the northwest to 20% on the hillsides of 
the southeast portion of the watershed. 

The crest of the upland is chiefly glacial drift, whereas the steep slopes to Lake 
Superior are eroded bedrock interspersed with scant glacial drift. The beach ridges consist 
of gravelly deposits. The surface soil is shallow and all the groundwater is derived from 
local precipitation. The direction of the groundwater flow in the glacial &ift, as well as 
in and over the bedrock,. is toward the stream valley. 

IV.2 Basin Parameters 

The physical and hydrologic parameters in the * .bsn file were determined as 
follows. The only watershed-wide parameter required that could be obtained using a 
geographical information system was the basin area, the first parameter in the file. It was 
calculated using the AREA module and the image of the entire watershed (filename: 
BOUNDBAP). The rainfall correction factor was set to one, which means that the 
average annual precipitation at the Baptism River can be adequately represented using data 
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from the nearest weather stations included in S W AT's weather parameter database 
(Babbitt and Grand Marais). The baseflow factor was also set to one, since the Baptism 
River flows >75% of the time. The basin lag time was estimated using USGS streamflow 
data from the Baptism. Subsurface flow from a precipitation event typically contributes 
to streamflow for approximately 15 days. The initial soil water storage was estimated by 
SWAT. 

Some of the basin" wide input parameters for reservoirs (* .res file) and for weather 
generation (*. wgn file) could be obtained via GIS, but for this particular application of 
SWAT, other methods were chosen. The weather parameters (*.wgn file} were read from 
SWAT's weather parameter database. The weather station in the database closest to the 
Baptism River was Babbitt, MN. The data from the Babbitt weather station were used 
for subbasins 2. through 5. The data from the Grand Marais weather station were used to 
represent the near-lake climate of subbasin 1. The Grand Marais station was chosen over 
the Duluth weather station because the Grand Marais data included average wind speed 
(needed for the Penman-Monteith method for estimating ET) and the Grand Marais station 
is closer to Lake Superior. For comparison, the measured daily precipitation and 
minimum and maximum daily temperatures at Babbitt, MN for 1 January 1980 through 
31 July 1986 were placed in SWAT input files. 

There are no reservoirs in the Baptism River watershed, so no reservoir parameters 
(* .res file) were input. The lake water quality submodel (* .lwq files) was not used for 
this simulation. It may be used in the future for other watersheds. 

IV.3 Subbasin Parameters 

IV.3.a. Subbasin data (*.sub) 

The parameters required for each subbasin are presented here in the order in which 
they appear on the SWAT data assembly forms (Appendix B). The subbasin data (* . sub 
files) were determined as follows. 

(1) The fraction of the basin in each subbasin was calculated using the AREA 
module and the image of the subwatersheds created in section II-2 
(filename: SUBSHDS). The areas given by the AREA module were 
divided by the basin area calculated in section III-I. 

(2) The SCS runoff curve number was a weighted average of the curve 
numbers associated with the hydrologic soil group for the subbasin and the 
different types of land cover in the subbasin. The hydrologic soil group 
for each subbasin was determined from the predominant soil series. The 
method for determining the predominant soil series is described below with 
parameters for the * .sol files. The area of each type of land. cover was 
taken from the land use/land cover map described in section I. 
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(3) The CO2 concentration used was the default value of 330 ppm. 

(4) The initial water content of snow on the ground was estimated by S W AT. 

(5&6) Main channel length and slope were determined for each subbasin in the 
following manner. The longest channel for each subbasin (starting at the 
subbasin outlet) was digitized from the subbasin river image (filename: 
BAPTW ATx) using COLOR and transformed to a raster image using 
LINERAS. The main channel length was determined by finding the area 
(module: AREA) of the main subbasin channel image (filename: 
MNCHANLx) and dividing by the width of one cell (94 m). The mean 
slope for each main channel was calculated by running EXTRACT, with 
the slope image (filename: SLOPEBAP) and the main subbasin channel 
image as inputs. 

(7) The average main channel width was estimated using a regression on 
drainage area (kro2) and mean annual precipitation (rom) vs. bank-full 
width (m): 

(8) 

log (width) = -2.6894 + 0.9436 * log (annual precip) 
+ 0.5019 * log (drainage area) 

Std Error = 1.5 m 
R2 = 0.78 

The data for the regression were taken from Williams (1978). A plot of 
the residual between the regression and the data is shown in Appendix C. 
The mean annual precipitation was calculated by summing the mean 
monthly precipitation values from the * .wgn file described above in 
Section IV.2. The mean drainage area of the main channel was calculated 
using EXTRACT. The input to EXTRACT was the upstream drainage area 
image (filename: UP AREA) and the generated main channel (from the file 
NETW), both determined by TOPAZ (Martz and Garbrecht, 1992). If the 
main channel was also the routing channel (i.e., the upstream subbasins 
drained into it), then the area of the upstream subbasins was added to the 
mean drainage area of the main channel. 

The effective hydraulic conductivity of the channel alluvium was estimated 
from the chart in the SWAT documentation. The predominant soil series 
in the subbasin was used to choose between a very low loss rate (1 mm/hr) 
and a moderate loss rate (10 mm/hr). 
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(9) The channel Manning's "n" value was determined from the chart in the 
SWAT documentation, using the stream vector maps (filename: 
STREAMx) and the wetland maps (filename: WETLANDx) as guides. 

(10) The overland Manning's "n" value was determined from the chart on p. 85 
of Brooks et al.(1991) using the land cover map (filename: LAND_USE) 
as a guide. 

(11) The mean elevation of each subbasin was calculated using the DEM 
(filename: DEMBAP). The DEM and the image of each subbasin 
(filename: SUBSHDx), were input to the EXTRACT module in order to 
calculate the mean elevation. 

(12) The return flow travel time was estimated by SWAT and 

(13) the sediment concentration in return flow was set to the default value of 
500 ppm. 

(14) Since no erosion control practices were used in the watershed, the USLE 
erosion control practice factor P was calculated as the fraction of the 
subbasin that was not pond or wetland. 

(15) The slope length was taken from Table 4 in the AGNPS user's manual 
(Young et al., 1985). This table listed slope length/slope steepness 
relationships for various regions in Minnesota. The DEM, at 94 m, did not 
have a fine enough resolution to use IDRISI to calculate average slope 
lengths. 

(16) The average slope steepness was calculated from the DEM (filename: 
DEMBAP). The DEM was input to SURF ACE and the slope at each cell 
was calculated (filename: .SLOPEBAP). The mean slope steepness was 
calculated from SLOPEBAP using EXTRACT in the manner described for 
parameter 11. 

(17) The initial residue cover, since it was unknown, was set to zero. 

(18-23) The monthly increments for weather variables were set to zero to represent 
the· current conditions. 
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IV~3.b Routing data (*.rte) 

The same methods used for the main channel was used to determine the average 
channel width, channel slope, channel length, channel Manning's "n" value, and effective 
hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium for the routing channel through each subbasin 
when the routing channel was not identical to the subbasin's main (i.e., longest) channel. 
The average depth of the routing channel was estimated in the same manner as the width, 
but with the following regression: 

log(depth) := -3.0896 + 0.7758 * log (annual precip) + 0,3554 * log (drainage area) 
Std Error;:::: 1.7m 

R2 := 0.57 

Again, the data for the regression were taken from Williams (1978) and a plot of the 
residual between the regression and the data is shown in Appendix C. The USLE K 
factor was taken from SWAT's soil database for the predominant soil series in each 
subbasin. The USLE C factor was estimated from the table on p. 148 of Brooks et al. 
(1991) using the land cover map (filename: LAND_USE) and general knowledge of the,; .. 
watershed as guides. 

IV.3.c Pond data (*.pnd) 

The input parameters for ponds and wetlands were calculated as follows. The 
pond and wetland images were created by converting the vector images (originally from 
DLG files) of the lakes and wetlands in the region (filenames: LAKESOx and 
WETLANDx) to raster images with the same reference system and number of columns 
and rows as the DEM (filename: DEMBAP). These raster images were overlaid into two,: 
images, one for lakes (filename: LAKESB) and the other for wetlands (filename: 
WETLANDS) using CONCAT. The lakes and wetland images (filenames: LAKESx and 
WETLANDx, respectively) for each subbasin were then created by multiplying the lakes 
and wetland images by the subbasin image (SUBSHDx) using OVERLAY. Finally, if a 
lake was surrounded by or adjacent to a wetland, it was deleted from the lakes image in 
order to avoid duplication (using the digitize and overlay technique described in section 
II~I). If the lake extended beyond the wetland, it was added to the wetland image using 
UPDATE (filename: WETLANDx). 

The fraction of a subbasin that flows into the ponds or wetlands was then 
calculated by running W ATRSHED with the aspect image of the region (filename: 
BAPASPTC) and the image of the ponds or wetlands in the subbasin (filenames: LAKESx 
or WETLANDx). The lakeshed or wetland watershed image for each subbasin was 
multiplied by the subbasin image (filename: SUBSHDx) to trim it to fit inside the 
subbasin and was compared to the vector images of the streams, lakes and wetlands in the 
subbasin (filenames: STREAMOx, LAKES Ox, and WETLANDx, respectively) and of the 
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subbasin boundary (filename: SUBSHDx) using COLOR. When necessary, UPDATE was 
used to fill in or remove areas of the lakeshed and wetland watershed that were incorrect 
(small irregularities are common in flat areas due to the resolution of the DEM). The area 
of the ponds and wetlands, of their watersheds, and of the entire subbasins were then 
calculated with AREA. From those areas, the fraction of each subbasin that flows into 
the ponds and the fraction of each subbasin that flows into the wetlands were calculated. 

The runoff volumes from pond and wetland catchment areas required to fill empty 
ponds up to the principal spillways were calculated using the following formula: 

A*D 
V = p 

r A 
s 

where Vr = Runoff volume (mm), 
A = Pond or wetland area, 

Dp = Mean pond or wetland depth (mm), 

As == Subbasin area 

Since there are no emergency spillways on natural ponds and wetlands, the total surface 
areas of the ponds and wetlands at emergency spillways, as well as the runoff volumes 
from pond and wetland catchment areas required to fill empty ponds up to the emergency 
spillways were set to 0.0. The initial pond and wetland volumes were set to 75% of V,.. 
The seepage through dam was set to zero, since none of the ponds or wetlands had dams. 
The initial sediment concentrations in ponds, normal sediment concentrations in ponds, 
and hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms were set to default values of 400 ppm, 400 
ppm and 0.08 mmIhr, respectively. The initial sediment concentrations in wetlands, and 
normal sediment concentrations in wetlands were set to twice the pond default values: 800 
ppm. The hydraulic conductivity of wetland bottoms was set to 0.016 mmIhr. The 
beginning and ending months of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing were 4 and 11, 
respectively, and the number of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage 
was set to 15, on recommendation from the SWAT authors (Ranjan Muttiah, pers. 
comm.). 

IV.3.d Pesticide data (*.chm) 

Since no pesticides were simulated, the only data required in this file were the 
organic nitrogen, phosphorous, and labile phosphorous concentrations. The organic N and 
P concentrations (g/m3) were determined by multiplying the soil concentrations (gig soil; 
Young et al., 1987) by the soil density (tlm3) and a units conversion factor (106 g soil/t). 
The labile phosphorous concentrations (g/m3) were determined by multiplying the soil 
water concentrations ofP (mg/L; Young et al., 1987) by the available water (Llm3) and 
a units conversion factor (10c3 glmg). The soil densities and available water capacities 
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were taken from the SWAT soils database for the predominant soil senes III each 
subbasin. 

IV.3.e Soils data (*.sol) 

A digital map of the soil types in the watershed was needed to use IDRISI to 
determine SWAT's soil input parameters, but no such map was available for the Baptism 
River watershed. The Minnesota Soil Atlas, published by the University of Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station (Erickson et al., 1981) was used as a hard copy substitute 
for a digital soil map. To determine the predominant soil series for each subwatershed, 
a hard copy map of the Baptism River subwatersheds was placed over the soil atlas. The 
predominant and secondary soil types for each subwatershed were noted and the 
representative soil series were found in the accompanying manual. The results are shown 
in Table 2. This process can also be done using IDRISI when a digital version of the soil 
atlas is available. For this application of SWAT, the predominant soil series was used. 

IV.3.f Management data (* .mgt) 

The only management data required to simulate the Baptism watershed were values 
to simulate forest growth: the heat unit scheduling value (i.e., the percentage of the 
growing season that must pass before the trees start to grow), the heat units to maturity, 
the crop number, and the SCS curve number for the forest. The heat unit scheduling 
value and the heat units to maturity were determined by running EPICPHU, a program 
created by the ARS scientists in Temple, Texas (Williams et ai., 1984). This program 
requires the latitude and longitude of the site to be simulated and the crop number of the 
dominant crop -- in the case of a forest, either deciduous trees (32), pine trees (22) or 
mixed forest (26). The output of EPICPHU and the other management data are entered 
in the * .mgt file as one management action: a plant operation (ITILL = 1). The heat unit 
scheduling value, the operation number (1), the heat units to maturity, the crop number, 
and the curve number (from *.sub file) are entered in order on the first line of the *.mgt 
file for each subbasin. This representation of forests does not include the annual dropping 
of leaves from the deciduous trees. If SWAT adds an option for pruning a crop, it can 
be used to represent this portion of a forest's annual cycle. For this study, SWAT was 
run for deciduous, coniferous, and mixed forests. 

IV.3.g Automatic management and water use (*.mco) 

There were no irrigation practices simulated for the Baptism River watershed, so 
the first value in this file was zero and all the rest of the variables were left blank. 
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IV.3.h Groundwater data (*.gw) 

The groundwater data are the most difficult input parameters to determine without 
calibration. Fortunately, the model was not extremely sensitive to the groundwater 
parameters. The USGS map of the water resources of the Lake Superior watershed in 
northeastern Minnesota (Olcott et al., 1978) was used to determine the characteristics of 
the watershed that influence groundwater flow. According to the·geology portion.ofthis 
map, the bedrock is· typically 2 meters beneath the surface. Therefore, the groundwater 
parameters were set to represent a very thin shallow aquifer (0.3 - 1.0 m). 

(1) The initial groundwater height was set to the minimum thickness for the 
shallow aquifer, 0.3 m. 

(2) The initial groundwater flow contribution to streamflow was set to 0.2 
mmlday(0.2 mm x 30 days::::: 6 mmlmonth). 

(3) The alpha factor for groundwater was set to 0.35, which yields a IS-day 
return flow for short groundwater delay values «1 day). 

(4) The value for specific yield, 0.30 for coarse sand, was taken from Table 
2-2 on page 31 of McWhorter and Sunada (1977). 

(5) Since the shallow aquifer is very thin, the groundwater delay value was set 
to a short time, 0.2 days. 

(6) The revap coefficient was arbitrarily set to 0.20. 

(7) Since the bedrock is just beneath the shallow aquifer, the fraction of root 
zone percolation that percolates into the deep aquifer was set to a very 
small value, 0.01. 

(8) Since the shallow aquifer is so thin, the revap storage was set to a small 
value, 0.1 mm. 

(9) The initial deep aquifer storage was arbitrarily set to 500 mm. These nine 
values were used for each of the five subbasins in the Baptism watershed. 
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v. COMPARISON WITH FIELD DATA 

V.I Data Preparation 

Water yield, suspended sediment yield, and the nitrogen and phosphorous 
concentrations were measured at the USGS stream gauging near the mouth of the Baptism 
River near Beaver Bay, Minnesota. The water quality data were downloaded from the 
U.S. EPA's Water Quality Database (STORET). Daily USGS streamflow data were 
downloaded from the following URL: http://artesia.eardc.swt.edu/ 
cgi~bin/usgs/streamflow/retrieval.pl. Data from 1 January 1980 to 31 December 1990 
were transformed from cubic feet per second to millimeters per day using the area of the 
watershed. The data were then summed to get millimeters per month. The water quality 
data for the Baptism River were more sparse. Periodic measurements (, .. -4 times a year) 
of suspended sediment yield (10/31174 to 10/5/82) and nutrient concentrations (9/23174 
to 7/20/93) were made at the USGS gauging station. Sediment yield from the model was 
transformed from tons per hectare per month to the field data units (tons per day) using 
the area of the watershed and the number of days per month. The predicted phosphorous 
yields were transformed from kg/ha to mg/L using the predicted monthly water yield. The 
predicted nitrate yields were transformed from kg/ha to mg/L as N using the predicted 
monthly water yield and the molecular weights of nitrogen and oxygen. Simulated 
organic P, the main source of phosphorous in the simulated system, was used for 
phosphorous. Total nitrate, i.e., the sum of nitrate from both surface and subsurface 
flows, was used for nitrogen to match the nitrite~nitrate measurements made in the field. 
The field data were averaged for each month of the year (typically 3-5 data points from 
different years per month). 

V.2 Model to Field Comparison 

V.2.a Streamflow 

SWAT was applied for the period from January 1980 to December 1990. SWAT's 
predictions for the water quality and quantity were then compared to field data. The best 
prediction for average monthly streamflow (Fig. 7 and Table 3) was the run with the crop 
parameters for a deciduous forest (see section IV.3.f). The slope from the regression of 
observed vs. predicted values was slightly over one, meaning that the model under
predicted the data. The R value of 0.58 represents the goodness of fit to the 1: 1 line 
where the observed equals the predicted. A perfect fit would yield an R value of 1.0. 
The standard error for this simulation was 19.6 mm, which was 0.56 times the monthly 
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mean of the measured runoff (34.7 mmlmo). The parameter that determined the 
difference between the deciduous and coniferous forests was the maximum leaf area 
index. The maximum LAl was 2.0, for a deciduous forest, 6.0 for a mixed forest, and 
5.0 for a coniferous forest. The resulting water yield for a mixed forest was very similar 
to the coniferous forest. According to the USGS land use/land cover map, most of the 
watershed is covered by mixed forest. Therefore, the crop parameters and management 
options for forests need to be improved if SWAT is to be used for mixed forests. Such 
improvement is under way (V. Benson, pers. comm.). 

Table 3 Model to field comparison statistics for average monthly water yield using three 
different input scenarios. The slope is for the regression of observed vs. 
predicted. R is the goodness of fit to the 1: 1 line between observed and 
predicted (Stefan and Fang, 1994). The C.V. is the standard error divided by 
the mean of the field data (34.7 mmlmo). 

Conditions Slope R Standard Error C.V. 

Deciduous forest 1.13 0.58 19.6mm 0.56 

Conifer forest 2.38 -0.30 34.6 mm 1.00 

Measured precip. 1.46 -0.387 35.7 mm 1.03 
and temperature 

For comparison, SWAT was applied using daily (1 January 1980 - 31 July 1986) 
precipitation and temperature data from the Babbitt, MN weather station (Fig. 7 and Table 
3). The crop parameters for a deciduous forest were used for this simulation. The 
predicted average monthly water yield in this case was higher than predictions using 
simulated precipitation and temperatures during the months of February and March, and 
lower during April. This was due to the limitations of the degree-day snow melt model 
used in this version of SWAT (94.2). The measured temperatures during this time period 
went above freezing during the months of February and March, resulting in a significant 
snow melt (Fig. 8). This lead to the higher runoff in February and March and the lower 
runoff in April. The limitations of the snow melt model is also partly responsible for the 
large discrepancy between the observed and predicted values in May (Fig. 9). lfthe snow 
were to melt slower, the runoff would be spread out more, much like the observed daily 
streamflow in Fig. 9. 
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V.2.b Average sediment yield 

Accurate water quality predictions are only possible with accurate water quantity 
predictions. Therefore, the deciduous forest crop parameters (rather then the coniferous 
or mixed forest) and the simulated precipitation and temperatures (rather than the 
measured precipitation and temperatures) were used as model input for predicting 
sediment and nutrient yields. The predicted sediment yield was more than an order of 
magnitude higher than the measured suspended sediment yield (Fig. 10). This may be due 
to the fact that only suspended sediment was measured, but all sediment yield was 
simulated; i.e., bed load is included in SWAT, but not in the field data. According to the 
SWRRB documentation (Arnold et ai., 1990), sediment yield is influenced by runoff and 
the K, PE, LS, and C factors from the Modified USLE (MUSLE). Decreasing the SCS 
runoff curve number had a significant effect on sediment yield. The curve numbers were 
changed to represent the highest infiltration rates (soil group A). Surface runoff was less 
than 1 mm per month in all months except during the spring snow melt and subsurface 
runoff increased dramatically. This lead to, on average, a 14% decrease in sediment 
yield. The sediment yields, however, were still about an order of magnitude higher than 
the measured values. .' . 

Therefore, the MUSLE factors were examined. The soil erodibility index, K, was 
taken from the soils database for the dominant soil series of each subbasin, and the slope 
part of the LS factor was measured from the DEM. Therefore, these values were 
considered good estimates. The crop factor, C, is calculated by SWAT from the above~ 
ground biomass and residue. These quantities are determined by the crop submodel and 
the only crop growth parameter which is not input in the * .mgt file, the initial residue 
cover, did not influence the crop factor at all. So, the accuracy of this value could be 
improved if SWAT's ability to use its management practices submodel to simulate forests 
were improved. The sensitivity of sediment yield to the erosion protection factor, PE, and 
to the slope length was then examined. Average monthly sediment yield predictions were 
not sensitive to changes in slope length, up to a ten-fold increase (x 10) or decrease 
(x 0.10). Sediment yield predictions were mildly sensitive to a change in PE. A ten~fold 
decrease in PE led to a 33% decrease in average annual sediment yield. PE, however, is 
not typically used for forested watersheds (Brooks et ai., 1991). It is usually combined 
with C to create a vegetative management factor, VM, which is based on canopy height, 
ground cover, and topsoil conditions (Wischmeier, 1975). This approach to calculating 
VM may be one approach to improving SWAT's formula for estimating C for forested 
watersheds. 

V.2.c Average nutrient yields 

The average nitrate yield predicted for the Baptism River watershed was within 
or very close to the range of the field data for six of the twelve months of the year 
(Fig. 11). The predicted values tended to be a little too high in the summer months (June 
- August), too low in the winter months (November ~ February), and too high during 
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spring runoff (March). The standard error was 0.56 mglL (as N), or 2.1 times the mean 
of the field measurements. The low nitrogen values in the winter months were due to the 
low streamflow predicted during those same months (Fig. 7). There were, however, no 
clear explanations for the other discrepancies. Simulated nitrate yields were not sensitive 
to changes in the initial soil concentration of nitrogen nor were they sensitive to changes 
in the SCS curve number (i.e., whether streamflow was due to surface runoff or to 
subsurface lateral flow). It may be that the relatively low nitrogen concentrations in the 
Baptism River are beyond the scope of SWAT's methods for predicting nitrogen yield, 
which were designed for use with agricultural watersheds. 

The predicted average phosphorous yields for the Baptism watershed were quite 
good (Fig. 12). The slope of the observed vs. predicted line was 0.80, which represents, 
on average, a slight over-prediction of the actual phosphorous yields. Although R was 
only 0.22, the standard error was 0.03 mg/L, or 1.04 times the mean of the field data. 
Furthermore, when compared to the minimum. and maximum phosphorous measurements 
for each month; the model predictions are in the correct range. This lends credence to 
the explanation of the discrepancy between the predicted and observed sediment yield. 
SWAT models the transport of,organic phosphorous as a function of sediment transport. 
So, since the phosphorous concentrations are not off by an order of magnitude like the 
sediment yields, it could very well be that SWAT is predicting the correct amount of 
sediment, and the bed load that is not measured in the field is indeed the main difference 
between the modeled and measured sediment yields. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) was used to predict streamflow and 
stream water quality at the mouth of the Baptism River at Beaver Bay, MN for the period 
January 1980 to December 1990. The input data required for the model were gathered 
using the geographical information system (GIS) IDRISI wherever possible. The GIS data 
were obtained from the USGS EROS Data Center on the World Wide Web and converted 
to IDRISI format. The boundaries of the watershed and the input values were determined 
via GIS and the model predictions were compared with field data gathered from USGS 
and U.S. EPA sources. 

The model's prediction of streamflow could be improved by updating the 
snowmelt model and expanding the crop database to better represent forests. The degree.;." 
day snowmelt submodel that is currently being used will be replaced by the National' 
Weather Service snowmelt model in the next version of SWAT (Muttiah, pers. comm.). 
Benson (pers. comm.) is researching the methods for simulating forests. The model's 
prediction of sediment yield could be evaluated more fully if data on both suspended 
sediment and bed load are available for a watershed. Similarly, the model's prediction 
of nutrient concentrations could be evaluated more fully if they are sampled on a more 
frequent and regular basis than about four times a year. 

Finally, the successes of the modeling project show that it is possible to use readily 
available data to simulate a watershed with some degree of accuracy. This work will 
continue with agricultural watersheds in order to confirm that this is indeed the case. 
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ApPENDIX A 

Input file for TOPAZ 

C 
C***************************************************************************** 
C INPUT DATA FILE DNMCNT.INP 
C THIS INPUT DATA FILE CONTAINS DEM RASTER PARAMETERS, DEM AGGREGATION, 
C RESAMPLING AND NETWORK EXTRACTION PARAMETERS, DEM PROCESSING OPTIONS, 
C AND USER OUTPUT OPTIONS. 
C***************************************************************************** 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING THREE LINES ARE RESERVED FOR TITLES AND INFORMATION DESCRIBING 
C TI-ffi CURRENT APPLICATION OF TOPAZ. THIS INFORMATION IS PRINTED AT THE 
C BEGINNING OF EVERY REPORT AND EVALUATION FILE GENERATED BY TOPAZ. 
C MAXIMUM OF 79 CHARACTERS PER LINE. 
C 

DATE: June 1995 TOPAZ VERSION 2.0 
Baptism River Watershed, near Beaver Bay, MN 
Using GIS to Determine Input Parameters for SWAT 

C 
C ***************************** 
C DEM RASTER PARAMETERS. 
C ***************************** 
C 
C * UTM ZONE OF THE INPUT DEM (UPPER LEFT CORNER). 
C ENTER THE ZONE NUMBER OF THE UTM PROJECTION CONTAINING THE UPPER LEFT 
C CORNER OF THE DEM COVERAGE. 
C INTEGER VALUE BETWEEN 1 AND 60 INCLUSIVE; ENTER A 0 FOR ZONE UNKNOWN. 
C 

15 
C 
C * UTM EASTING OF THE INPUT DEM (UPPER LEFT CORNER). 
C ENTER THE EASTING OF THE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE DEM COVERAGE IN METERS, 
C POSITIVE INTEGER VALUE NOT EXCEEDING 1 '000'000 METERS. A VALUE OF 0 
C INDICATES THAT THE UTM EASTING IS NOT KNOWN. 
C 

612657.25 
C 
C * UTM NORTHING OF THE INPUT DEM (UPPER LEFT CORNER). 
C ENTER THE NORTHING OF THE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE DEM COVERAGE IN METERS. 
C POSITIVE INTEGER VALUE NOT EXCEEDING 10'000'000 METERS. A VALUE OF 0 
C INDICATES THAT THE UTM NORTHING IS NOT KNOWN. 
C 

5234630.0 
C 
C * NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE DEM. 
C INTEGER GREATER THAN 1; NOT TO EXCEED THE DEM RASTER ARRAY SIZE DEFINED 
C IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENTS BY PARAMETER IRS, UNLESS DEM AGGREGATION OR 
C RESAMPLING IS SELECTED. 
C 

446 
C 
C * NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DEM. 
C INTEGER GREATER THAN 1; NOT TO EXCEED THE DEM RASTER ARRAY SIZE DEFINED 

A-I 



C IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENTS BY PARAMETER ICS, UNLESS DEM AGGREGATION OR 
C RESAMPLING IS SELECTED. 
C 

336 
C 
C * MINIMUM DEM ELEVATION VALUE IN METERS. VALUES ARE INTERNALLY ROUNDED 
C TO THE NEAREST DECIMETER. 
C REAL VALUE BETWEEN AND INCLUDING 1.0 AND 9'999.0 
C 

1.0 
C 
C * MAXIMUM DEM ELEVATION VALUE IN METERS. VALUES ARE INTERNALLY ROUNDED 
C TO THE NEAREST DECIMETER. 
C REAL VALUE BETWEEN AND INCLUDING 1.0 AND 9'999.0 
C 

629.0 
C 
C * DEM ELEVATION VALUE SPECIFYING INDETERMINATE ELEVATIONS (UNKNOWN 
C ELEVATION). 
C POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE REAL VALUE, INCLUDING ZERO; MUST BE OUTSIDE THE RANGE 
C DEFINED BY THE PREVIOUSLY ENTERED MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM ELEVATION VALUES 
C IN METERS. 
C 

0.0 
C 
C * LENGTH OF A SQUARE CELL OF THE DEM RASTER IN METERS. 
C REAL VALUE, MUST BE EQUAL OR GREATER THAN 1.0 
C 

93.0 
C 
C * ORIENTATION OF THE DEM RASTER. 
C THE ORIENTATION OF THE RASTER IS GIVEN BY THE VECTOR ALONG THE LEFT EDGE 
C OF THE DEM RASTER AND POINTING TOWARD THE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE DEM. 
C ORIENTATION VALUES ARE BETWEEN 0 TO 359 DEGREES, WHERE 0 IS FOR NORTH; 
C 90 FOR EAST; 180 FOR SOUTH; AND 270 FOR WEST. ALL OTHER VALUES IN BETWEEN 
C ARE ACCEPTABLE. 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 

o 
C 
C * ROW COORDINATE OF THE DEM RASTER DEFINING THE WATERSHED OUTLET. 
C AN APPROXIMATE ROW VALUE MAY BE ENTERED. IT CAN SUBSEQUENTLY BE REVISED 
C TO COINCIDE WITH THE EXTRACTED CHANNEL NETWORK. 
C THE WATERSHED OUTLET CANNOT BE LOCATED ON THE OUTER EDGE OF THE DEM RASTER. 
C INTEGER LARGER THAN 1, AND SMALLER THAN THE PREVIOUSLY ENTERED NUMBER OF 
C ROWS IN THE DEM. 
C 

347 
C 
C * COLUMN COORDINATE OF THE DEM RASTER DEFINING THE WATERSHED OUTLET. 
C AN APPROXIMATE ROW VALUE MAY BE ENTERED. IT CAN SUBSEQUENTLY BE REVISED 
C TO COINCIDE WITH THE EXTRACTED CHANNEL NETWORK. 
C THE WATERSHED OUTLET CANNOT BE LOCATED ON THE OUTER EDGE OF THE DEM RASTER. 
C INTEGER LARGER THAN 1, AND SMALLER THAN THE PREVIOUSLY ENTERED NUMBER OF 
C ROWS IN THE DEM. 
C 

249 
C 
C *************************** ••• ***.*.********.*******.**** ••••••••••••••• * •• 
C DEM PRE-PROCESSING OPTIONS: 
C DEM AGGREGATION, RESAMPLING, SMOOTHING, AND DEPRESSION OUTLET ANALYSIS AND 
C ADJUSTMENT. 
C .** ••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••• ** •••••••• * ••••••••••••• **.*******.* •• 
C 

A-2 
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C '" AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING OF THE OEM RASTER. 
CENTER 0 FOR NO AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING; 
C 1 FOR AGGREGATION; 
C 2 FOR RESAMPLING. 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 
o 

C 
C '" LEVEL OF OEM AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING. 
CENTER 2 FOR A 2"'2 CELL AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING WINDOW; 
C 3 FOR A 3"'3 CELL AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING WIN~OW; ETC. 
C FOR NO AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING, ENTER 1. 
C MAXIMUM LEVEL OF AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING WINDOW IS 20*20. 
C INTEGER VALUE BETWEEN AND INCLUDING 1 AND 20. 
C 

1 
C ' 
C * SMOOTHING OF OEM RASTER. 
C WEIGHTED SMOOTHING IS PERFORMED OVER A MOVING 3 BY 3 CELL AREA. DIFFERENT 
C WEIGHTS ASSIGNED TO THE CENTER. CELL, DIAGONAL CELLS AND CROSS CELLS. 
C ENTER 0 FOR NO SMOOTHING OF THE DEM; ENTER 1 FOR SMOOTHING OF THE OEM. 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 
o 

C 
C '" NUMBER OF SMOOTHING PASSES. 
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE SMOOTHING PASSES TO BE PERFORMED ON THE 
C DEM RASTER. THE VALUE MUST BE GREATER THAN 0 AND SMALLER THAN 100.' 
C IF SMOOTHING IS NOT DESIRED ENTER A VALUE OF 1 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 
1 

C 
C'" WEIGHTING PARAMETERS. 
C ENTER THE WEIGHTS TO BE ASSIGNED TO THE CELLS OF THE 3 BY 3 CELL AREA. 
C THE FIRST WEIGHT IS ASSIGNED TO THE CENTER CELL OF THE 3 BY 3 CELL AREA; 
C THE SECOND WEIGHT TO THE CROSS CELLS, AND THE TIllRD WEIGHT TO THE 
C DIAGONAL CELLS. THE THREE WEIGHTS MUST BE ENTERED ON THREE CONSECUTIVE 
C LINES. IF SMOOTHING IS NOT DESIRED, ENTER A VALUE OF 1 FOR EACH WEIGHT. 
C THE USER CANNOT ENTER THREE VALUES OF 0 (ZERO). 
C INTEGER VALUE BETWEEN 0 AND 100. 
C 

C 

1 
1 
1 

C '" DEPRESSION OUTLET ANALYSIS AND ADJUSTMENT OPTION. 
C ENTER 0 FOR NO ANALYSIS AND ADJUSTMENT OF DEPRESSION OUTLETS; 
CENTER 1 FOR ANALYSIS AND ADJUSTMENT OF DEPRESSION OUTLETS THAT HAVE A 
C WIDTH OF ONE CELL ONLY. 
CENTER 2 FOR ANALYSIS AND ADJUSTMENT OF DEPRESSION OUTLETS THAT HAVE A 
C WIDTH OF TWO CELLS. 
C INTEGER V ALUB. 
C 
o 

C 
C '" OEM PRE-PROCESSING ONLY OPTION: 
C TIllS OPTION IS SELECTED IF THE USER WANTS TO ONLY RUN THE OEM PRE-PROCESSING 
C (AGGREGATIONIRESAMPLING, SMOOTHING, DEPRESSION BREACHINOIFILLING, FLAT 
C AREA RELIEF IMPOSITION). 
CENTER 0 FOR FULL DEM PROCESSING; 
CENTER 1 FOR DEM PRE-PROCESSING ONLY. 
C 
o 



C 
C ************ •• *********************************.*************************** 
C OEM PROCESSING OPTIONS AND NETWORK EXTRACTION PARAMETERS: 
C NETWORK PARAMETERS, AND CALIBRATION AND ERROR CHECKING OPTIONS. 
C **************************************************** ••• **** •••••• ***.****** 
C 
C * CRITICAL SOURCE AREA (CSA) IN HECTARES, AND 
C * MINIMUM SOURCE CHANNEL LENGTH (MSCL) IN METERS. 
C THE CRITICAL SOURCE AREA IS THE THRESHOLD (MINIMUM) UPSTREAM DRAINAGE AREA 
C BELOW WHICH A SOURCE CHANNEL IS INITIATED AND MAINTAINED. 
C THE MINIMUM SOURCE CHANNEL LENGTH IS THE MINIMUM TOLERABLE LENGTH FOR 
C SOURCE CHANNELS TO EXIST. 
C TO MODEL SPATIALLY VARIABLE CSA AND MSCL PARAMETERS UP TO 5 VALUES CAN 
C BE ENTERED. THE USER MUST SEPARATELY PROVIDE A CSA· AND MSCL·CODE 
C RASTER-FILE TO DEFINE THE SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF THE CSA AND MSCL PARAMETERS 
C (FILE NETCOD.INP). 
C COLUMN 1: CSA·MSCL CODE VALUE, INTEGER 0 THROUGH 5 AS SHOWN BELOW. 
C COLUMN 2: CSA VALUE AS REAL VALUE GREATER THAN 0.001 HECTARES AND THAN 
C THE AREA OF ONE CELL AFTER AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING 
C (IF SELECTED BY THE USER), OR -1.0 FOR INDETERMINATE CSA VALUE. 
C COLUMN 3: MSCL VALUE AS REAL VALUE GREATER THAN 1.0 METER AND THAN THE SIDE 
C OF ONE CELL AFTER AGGREGATION OR RESAMPLING (IF SELECTED BY 
C THE USER), OR 0.0 FOR NO PRUNING AT ALL. 
C NOTE: • CODE OF 0 (ZERO) INDICATES THAT NO CSA AND MSCL VALUES ARE AVAILABLE. 
C - THE USER CANNOT PROVIDE A CODE OF 0 (INDETERMINATE CSA-MSCL VALUE) 
C TO RASTER CELLS THAT HAVE A DEFINED OEM ELEVATION VALUE. 
C 
C CODE CSA VALUE MSCL VALUE 
C 

o INDETERMINATE CSA VALUE INDETERMINATE MSCL VALUE 
1 80.0 1000.0 
2 80.0 1000.0 
3 80.0 1000.0 
4 80.0 1000.0 
5 80.0 1000.0 

C 
C * RE·RUN FOR CALIBRATION PURPOSES ONLY. 
C THIS OPTION CAN ONLY BE SELECTED IF AN INITIAL FULL RUN OF THE CURRENT DATA 
C SET HAS ALREADY BEEN MADE AND ALL OUTPUT FILES ARE IN THE CURRENT DIRECTORY. 
CENTER 0 FOR FULL TOPAZ RUN (NO CALIBRATION RUN); 
CENTER 1 FOR CALIBRATION RUN WITH NEW CSA AND MSC PARAMETERS ONLY; 
CENTER 2 FOR CALIBRATION RUN WITH NEW WATERSHED OUTLET ONLY; 
CENTER 3 FOR CALIBRATION RUN WITH NEW WATERSHED OUTLET, CSA AND MSCL 
C PARAMETERS. 
C 
1 

C 
C * RASTER CHECKING FOR ERRORS AND INCONSISTENCIES. 
CENTER 0 TO NOT PERFORM ERROR CHECKING; 
CENTER 1 TO PERFORM ERROR CHECKING. 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 

1 
C 
C ****.*.*.******* •••• **** •• ** 
C USER OUTPUT OPTIONS. 
C .* •• ***********.************ 
C 
C FOR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: 
C ENTER A VALUE OF '1' TO WRITE THE DESIRED FILE TO OUTPUT, OR, 
C ENTER A VALUE OF '0' NOT TO WRITE THE FILE TO OUTPUT. 
C INTEGER VALUE. 
C 
C 
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C * WRITE THE PROGRAM CAPABILITIES, LIMITATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS TO OUTPUT 
C FILE DEDNM.RPT. 
C 
o 

C 
C * WRITE THE INPUT DATA REPORT (INPUT ECHO) TO OUTPUT FILE DEDNM.RPT. 
C 

1 
C 
C • WRITE THE DRAINAGE NETWORK REPORT TO OUTPUT FILE NETW.RPT. 
C 

1 
C 
C * WRITE THE SUBWATERSHED AREA REPORT TO OUTPUT FILE SBWT.RPT. 
C 
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Input data for SWAT 
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Control Code File (.cod) 

1. Program Control Codes 
Number of years of runoff simulation -<1 .... 1 __ 
Beginning year of runoff simulation I tj gD 
Number of subareas in basin 5 . 
Printout frequency- Monthly(O); Daily(1); Annual(2); _=0 __ 
Will the rainfall be: 

Read in single rain gage for entire basin (1) __ _ 
Simulated single rain gage for entire (2) v 
Read in one rain gage for entire basin (3) __ _ 
Simulated for multiple rain gages (4) __ _ 

Will the max & min temperatures be: 
Read in single max & min for entire basin (1) __ _ 
Simulated single max & min for entire basin (2) v 
Read in max & min for each subbasin (3) ---
Simulated for each subbasin (4) ---

Number of times random number generator cycles 
before simulation begins 50 

Code for stat collection on monthly water yield 
Skip collection (0) v Collect (1) __ _ 

Code for stat collection on monthly sediment yield 
Skip collection (0) v . Collect (1) __ _ 

Reservoir code 
Reservoir simulation for each subbasin v 
Reservoir at basin outlet ._--

Lake water quality inputs 
Do not call lake water quality inputs (0) .V" 
Call (1) __ _ 

Beginning day of simulation 0 
Last day of simulation --..lO~_ 
Print code 

To print to .std file(O) v' 
Not to print to .std file(1) __ _ 

Print code for pesticide output file 
To print to .pst file(O) _~_ 
Not to print to .pst file(1) V-

Reach number used for comparing with measured streamflow data.---:,' __ 
Statistics for comparing predicted (outflow from reach iopt) 
vs. measured streamflow (from the *.sta file). 

Code for potential ET option· 
Priestley-Taylor method(O) V 
Penman-Monteith method(1) __ _ 
Hargreaves method(2) __ _ 
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NBYR 

IYR 
LU 
IPD 

NSIM 

MSIM 

IGN 

IWST 

ISST 
IRES 

IRESQ 

IDAF 
IDAL 
IPRN 

IPRP 

IOPT 

IPET 
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Data Assembly Forms 2 

Basin Data (.hsn) 
2. General Basin Data 

Basin area (Jcm2) .351.1 

Rainfall correction factor It () 

Baseflow factor I, 0 

Basin lag time (days) IS« 0 

Initial soil water storage--fraction of field capacity OJ D 
(entering O. alJows SWAT to estimate it) 

Pesticide numbers used in simulation (from database, max. 10) 

o o o o () () o 
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DA 

P2 

8FF 

8RT 

FFC 

NPNO(1-10) 

o 



Subbasin Data (.sub) 
4. Subbasin Data 

Fraction of basin in each subarea 0/ I g<~ 

SCS runoff curve number - Condition II .5!:, d 

C02 concentration (ppmv) () , 0 

Water content of snow on ground at start of simulation (mm) 0, 0 

Main channel length in each subbasin (lcm) /7, d 

Average channel slope in each subbasin (m/m) O. 0.3 <7 

Average main channel width (m) /0; () 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium (mmlhr) 10. 0 

Channel N value 0 10 ("S 

Overland flow N value 0, II 0 

Main elevation of the subbasin (m) .395:, D 

Return flow travel time(days) (). 0 

Sediment concentration in return flow 500t () 

USLE erosion control practice factor P D, q 95 

Average slope length(m) 125'/ 0 
• 

Average slope steepness(m/m) 0 ,OS-B 

Initial residue cover(kg/ha) 0/ D 

Monthly precipitation increment (%) 

Data Assembly Forms 5 

FLU 

CN2 

C02 

SNO 

CHLI 

cns 

CHW 

CHK 

CHN 

OVN 

ELEV 

RT 

CSS 

ECP 

SL 

STP 

RSDIN 

RFINC(1-12) 

o o o o ~ 0 o a O~~O 
Monthly temperature increment eC) TMPINC(l-U) 

o o o o o D o 
Monthly solar radiation increment (lys) RADINC(1-12) 

o Q () 
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Subbasin Data (.sub continued) 
Monthly relative humidity increment (%) lIUMINC(1-12) 

(2 ....J2~~~~ I) () () .-i:L~ 0 

Monthly C02 increment (ppm) C02INC(1-12) 

0 ..£L () ().-i2.-~ () 0 () () .-£LO 
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Routing Data (.rte) 
5. Routing Data 

Average channel widtb(m) 10, .S:-

Average channel deptb(m) I, () 

Channel slope(m/m) Q 03:2 

Channel length(km) (3 ; ~ 

Channel N vaIue(mrulhr) O. ()b~ 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of alluvium (mmlhr) /0. c) 

Channel USLE K factor 0, 37 

Channel USLE C factor 0, 003 
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CHW 

CHD 

CHSS 

CHL 

CHNN 

CHK 

CHXK 

CHC 
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Data Assembly Forms 8 

Pond Data (.pnd) 
6. Reservoirs with a Subbasin Data 

Fraction of each subbasin that flows into ponds (.,?, I it g 

Total surface area of all ponds in each subbasin(ha) 31 ( 9' 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at principle spillway(mm) (31.12 

Total surface area of all ponds in sub~asin 
at emergency spillway(ha) Dc 0 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at emergency spilJway(mm) 0, 0 

Initial pond volumes(mm) L" 7. 0 

Seepage through dam(m3/day) 0, () 

Initial sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) 400 

Normal sediment concentration in ponds(ppm) /..fDQ 

Hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms(mmlhr) Q, 0 r? 

Beginning month of "non~f1ood" season for reservoir routing L/ 
Ending month of "non~f1ood" season for reservoir routing II 

No. of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage I 5 

Fraction of subbasin that flows into wetlands Q 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin to 

FP 

SAX 

SAE 

VME 

v 

SEPP 

Cs 

CFP 

HC 

IFLODI 

IFLOP2 

NDTARG 

FW 

principle spillway(ha) b SAXW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
principle spillway(mm) () VMXW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin at 
emergency spillway(ha) . {) SAEW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
emergency spillway(mm) 0 VMEW 

Initial wetlands volumes(mm) __ O::::;1_ vw 

Seepage through dam (contributes to flow) (m3/day) (,) SEPW 



.. ) 

Pond Data (. pnd ·continued) 

Initial sediment concentration in wedands(ppm) 0 

Normal sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) () 

Hydraulic conductivity of wetlands bottoms(mmlhr)--",D __ 
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CSW 

CFW 

Hew 
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8. Pesticide Data 

Pesticide 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

"' 

Initial pesticide on 
foJ iage(kg/ha) 

FFP 

0 

D 

L'"J 

(J 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
[) 

Organic N 
concentration 

(g/m3) 
WN 

UfO 

Pesticide Data (.chm) 

Initial pesticide on 
ground(kg/ha) 

GP 

0 

() 

[) 

D 
-'I 

(./ 

(J 

() 

0 

[) 

CJ 

Data Assembly Forms 11 

Enrichment ratio 
for pesticides 

ERP 

o 

() 

o 
o 

Phosphorus 
concentration 

(g/m3) 

Concentration of labile 
(soluble) P 

(g/m3) 
WPO AP 

'J-Oc7 



Data Assembly Forms 13 

Management Data· (.mgt) 
10. Management Data 

Number of years of rotation_L-I __ NROT 

Number of pesticides used in simulation {.,J NPTOT 

MON DAY HUSC ITILL HU1,5 NCRpl ,5 AIRG1 ANIT PHOS3 INPEST PAMT CN2upl •• 

BMEAT' ITIL' ALAIs DMs IFERT FRORGN3 FRORGpl 
NDGRAZ' HITARI DMTARI 

-.1L Q&B ..L I~ M .2... -2- ....Q ~ ...GL {;~.J Dec.:dlAo •.. ..s 

r..) Q£t] ....L :.} IKl. ~,2 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ S-.s..l Ci) 11 i (e,r &'(1.5 

The following table includes the opemtion and code number for ITILL to be input in the SWAT model. 
ITILL - Opemtion Code Number 

1 =plant opemtion 
2=irrigation opemtion 
3 =fertilizer opemtion 
4=pesticide opemtion 
5 = harvest and kill opemtion 
6=tillage opemtions 
7=haIVest only 
8=killonly 
9=grazing 

The superscript numbers stands for inputing the variable if ITILL is equal to this number, e.g., if ITILL=9, then 
the variable BMEAT (Daily biomass removed by grazing in kg/ha) should be input. 
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Pata Assembly Fonns l2 

Soils Data (.sol) 
9. Soils Data. 

Layer # 
1 

Number of soil layers_~~ 
K-Factor __ _ 
Pass #200 sieve._~=--
Soils series name 'DULUTH 

2 3 4 

Depth to bottom layer(mm) 

Bulk density 

Available water capacity(mm/mm) 

Saturated conductivity(mmlh) 

Clay content(%) 

Organic carbon content(%) 

Sand content(%) 

Rock fragments(%) 

Moist soil albedo 

Initial N03 concentrationCg/t) 

5 6 7 8 9 

NS 
EK 
SIL 
SNAM 

10 

z 

POR 

AWC 

SC 

CLA 

CON 

SAN 

ROCK 

SALII 

WN03 

SElfIiment size distribution(fraction--if unknown, enter 0.) PSZ 
Sand(.20 mm)_ Silt(.Olmm)_ Clay(.002mm)_ Sm Ag(.3mm)_ L Ag(.50mm)_ 

Maximum rooting deptb(mm) ZMX 
*These data will be retrieved with the "RUNSOIL" progmm and entered into UTIL with the "LOAD" command. 



Groundwater Data (.gw) 
12. Groundwater Data 

Initial groundwater height(m) 0, 3 

Initial groundwater flow contribution to streamflow (J, .::l 

Alpha factor for groundwater O. 3 S 

Specific yield (). :s 
Groundwater delay(days) D.~ 

Revap' coefficient-fraction of recharge 
(root zone that goes to revap) 0, ~ 

Fraction(O-l) of root zone perc that percolates 
past shallow gw into deep gw 0, 0 J 

Revap storage O. I 

Initial deep aquifer storage(mm) G D D 
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Data Assembly Forms 15 

GWlIT 

GWQ 

ABF 

SYLD 

DELAY 

REVAPC 

RCHRGC 

REVAPMN 

DEEPST 
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Subbasin Data (.sub) 
4. Subbasin Data 

Fraction of basin in each subarea D, Ie;: 3 

7/7, I, SCS runoff curve number - Condition II.--,-~(../,",,-=lC'_ 

C02 concentration (ppmv) 0 I () 

Water content of snow on ground at start of simulation (mm) O. 0 

Main channel length in each subbasin (km) 13, Cj 

Average channel slope in each subbasin (m/m) 0, 03'7 

Average main channel width (m) ;! 0 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium (mmlhr) 1 f () 

Channel N value D. os-

Overland flow N value 0, /I 

Main elevation of the subbasin (m) L/c, 9 

Return flow travel time(days) 0, 0 

Sediment concentration in return flow 50D 

USLE erosion control practice factor P 0, 9 7 

Average slope length(m) 1(2 s--
Average slope steepness(m/m) 0.0 if? 

Initial residue cover(kg/ha) Dr 0 

Monthly precipitation increment (%) 

Data Assembly Forms 5 

FLU 

CN2 

C02 

SNO 

CHLI 

CHS 

CHW 

CHI{ 

CHN 

OVN 

ELEV 

RT 

CSS 

ECP 

SL 

STP 

RSDIN 

RFINC(1-12) 

Monthly temperature increment eC) 

o Q --'.l......~ 0 o o 
TMPINC(l-U) 

o ~~ c~ C) 

Monthly solar radiation increment (Iys) RADINC(1-12) 

B-13 



Data Assembly Forms 6 

Subbasin Data (.sub continued) 
Monthly relative humidity increment (%) HUMINC(l-12) 

0 o -..CL..--L.L () L) (J () ----LL 0 ~O 

Monthly C02 increment (ppm) C02INC(1-12) 

0 (2 -1LJL () Q Q 0 () 0 ~~ 
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Routing Data (.rte) 
5. Routing Data 

Average channel widtb(m) g ( 0 

Average channel deptb(m) 0 I & 

Channel slope(m/m) () ( 037 

Channel length(km) 13 I 9 
Channel N vaIue(mm/hr) Q I () S 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of alluvium (mm/hr) If 0 

Channel USLE K factor 0.17 

Channel USLE C factor () 1003 

B-15 
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CI-lW 

CHD 

cuss 

CHL 

CHNN 

CHK 

CHXK 

CUC 



Data Assembly Forms 8 

Pond Data (.pud) 
6. Reservoirs with a Subbasin Data 

Fraction of each subbasin that flows into ponds O. [3 'i FP 

Total surface area of all ponds in each subbasin(ha) Lf7. () SAX 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at principle spillway(mm) /9 ~, 0 VMX 

Total surface area of all ponds in subbasin 
at emergency spillway(ha) D. 0 SAE 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at emergency spillway(mm) O.Q VME 

Initial pond volumes(mm) / Lf 7 V 

Seepage through dam(m3/day) n. () SEPP 

Initial sediment concentration in ponds(ppm) Lf OD CS 

Normal sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) LJO 0 CFP 

Hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms(mmlhr) (2, 0 g HC 

Beginning month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing L( IFLODl 

Ending month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing 1/ IFLOD2 

No. of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage I,S- NDTARG 

Fraction of subbasin that flows into wetlands O. 3L-/9 FW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin to 
principle spillway(ha) /13 SAXW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
principle spillway(mm) & 0 VMXW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin at 
emergency spillway(ha) 0, U SAEW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
emergency spillway(mm) (j. Q VMEW 

Initial wetlands volumes(mm) L/ £' vw 

Seepage through dam (contributes to flow) (m3/day) Ot D SEPW 
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Pond Data (. pnd continued) 

Initial sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) g Ou 

Normal sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) rOD 

Hydraulic conductivity of wetlands bottoms(mm!hr) {) (0 If? 
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CFW 

HCW 



8. Pesticide Data 

Pesticide 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

".). 

Initial pesticide on 
fol iage(kg/ha) 

FFP 

0 

C) 

D 

() 

0 

D 
() 

n 
() 

0 

Organic N 
concentration 

(g/m3) 
WN 

/0) 

Pesticide Data (.chm) 

Initial pesticide on 
ground (kg/ha) 

GP 

() 

0 

D 

0 
() 

D 

0 

0 

D 

Q 

Data Assembly Forms 11 

Enrichment ratio 
for pesticides 

ERP 

D 

o 

() 

D 
() 

(J 

o 
o 
{) 

Phosphorus 
concentration 

(g/m3) 

Concentration of labile 
(soluble) P 

(g/m3) 
WPO AP 

~/O 
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Data Assembly Forms 13 

Management Data (.mgt) 
10. Management Data 

Number of years of rotation-__ --,-I __ NROT 

Number of pesticides used in simulation () NPTOT 

MON DAY HUSC I'J'ILL HU1,! NCRpl,! AIRGl ANI'F rHos3 INPEST PAMT CN2upl " 

BMEAT' ITIL' ALAI$ DM5 IFER'F FRORGN3 FRORGpl 
NDGRAZ' J-IITAR1 DMTARI 

() (),Q& L I':ilia- J;L ~ ..l2- c' ..-£2. ~ 72.J.b D~ t..;,J (A 0(-'5 

~ 0,07 -L ,1N,J ,,~2 LJ ~ ~ () 0 ~ Co 1,\;.( el{) '--<5 

o o 

The following table includes the operation ond code number for ITILL to be input in the SWAT model. 
ITILL - Operation Code Number 

1 =plant operation 
2=irrigation operation 
3 =fertilizer operation 
4=pesticide operation 
5 = harvest and kill operation 
6=tillage operations 
7=harvest only 
8=kilJ only 
9=grazing 

The superscript numbers stonds for inputing the variable if ITILL is equal to this number, e.g., if ITILL=9, then 
the variable BMEAT (Daily biomass removed by grazing in kg/ha) should be input. 
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Data Assembly Fonus 12 

Soils Data (.sol) 
9. Soils Data * 

Number of soil layers __ _ 
K~Factor 

-:---
Pass #200 sieve __ _ 
Soils series name M E .91 &A 

Layer # 
1 2 3 4 

Depth to bottom layer(mm) 

Bulk density 

Available water capacity(mm/mm) 

Saturated conductivity(mmlh) 

Clay content(%) 

Organic carbon content(%) 

Sand content(%) 

Rock fragments(%) 

Moist soil albedo 

Initial N03 concentration(g/t) 

5 6 7 8 9 

NS 
EK 
SIL 
SNAM 

10 

Z 

POR 

Awe 

se 

eLA 

eBN 

SAN 

ROCK 

SALB 

WN03 

S~iment size distribution(fraction--if unknown, enter 0.) PSZ 
Sand(.20 mm)_ Silt(.Olmm)_ Clay(.002mm)_ Sm Ag(.3mm)_ L Ag(.50mm)_ 

Maximum rooting deptb(mm) ZMX 
*These data will be.retrieved with the "RUNSOIL" program and entered iflto UTIL with the "LOAD" command. 
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Groundwater Data (.gw) 
12. Groundwater Data 

Initial groundwater height(m) 0 ( 3 

Initial groundwater flow comribution to streamflow 0, .-~ 

Alpha factor for groundwater [') (.3 ) 

Specific yield D, 3 

Groundwater delay(days) 0, J, 

Revap coefficient~fraction of recharge 
(root zone that goes to revap) 0,:2 

Fraction(O~l) of root zone perc that percolates 
past shaIIow gw into deep gw OJ <2 I 

Revap storage D, I 

Initial deep aquifer storage(mm) .s-on 
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GWHT 

GWQ 

ABF 

SYLD 

DELAY 

REVAPC 

RCHRGC 

REVAPMN 

DEEPST 



Data Assembly Forms 5 

Subbasin Data (.sub) 
4. Subbasin Data 

Fraction of basin in each subarea /) ( 13 ~ FLU 

SCS runoff curve number - Condition II 5&. ,;), CN2 

C02 concentration (ppmv) O,e) C02 

Water content of snow on ground at start of simulation (mm) 0. Q SNO 

Main channel length in each subbasin (kIn) 117, C CHLI 

Average channel slope in each subbasin (m/m) 0, bJ,(;" CHS 

Average main channel width (m) 11),0 CHW 
; 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium (mm/hr) La r 0 CHK 

Channel N value Q!o,,~ CHN 

Overland flow N value 0, 1/ OVN 

Main elevation of the subbasin (m) l/ 1 J ELEV 

Return flow travel time(days) 0.0 RT 

Sediment concentration in return flow $:tJ 0 CSS 

USLE erosion control practice factor P 0, 1~ 

Average slope length(m) J .:< ~ 

Average slope steepness(m/m) O. O.3? 

Initial residue cover(kg/ha) 0, 0 

Monthly precipitation increment (%) 

ECP 

SL 

STP 

RSDIN 

o 0 o~ 0 D 

RFlNC(l-12) 

Q~~~ 

Monthly temperature increment eC) TMPINC(1-12) 

o o o -.t2 () o Q CJ 

Monthly solar radiation increment (lys) RADINC(l-12) 

o Q o 
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Data Assembly Fonns (i 

Subbasin Data (.sub continued) 
Monthly relative humidity increment (%) lIUMINC(1~12) 

0 0 JL~L2.. ('). 0 0 () ..LLk~ 
Monthly C02 increment (ppm) C02INC(1~12) 

D 0 ~ 0 ~ a 0 0 Q .£L~J2. 
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Routing Data (.rte) 
5. Routing Data 

Average channel widtb(m) It 0 

Average channel deptb(m) 0.7 

Channel slope(m/m) 0, 0/7 

Channel length(km) ((} S

Channel N value(mmlhr) D.fJ0~ 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of alluvium (mmlhr) /0. () 

Channel USLE K factor £2, ];;;;. 

Channel USLE C factor 0, QQ") 
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Data Assembly Forms 8 

Pond Data (. pnd) 
6. Reservoirs with a Subbasin Data 

Fraction of each subbasin that flows into ponds 0 

Total surface area of all ponds in each subbasin(ha) , D 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at principle spillway(mm) 0 

Total surface area of all ponds in subb;lsin 
at emergency spBlway(ha) 0 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at emergency spillway(mm)---l..D~_ 

Initial pond volumes(mm) Q 

Seepage through dam(m3/day) 0 
Initial sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) 0 

Normal sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) 0 

Hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms(mmlhr) c,J 

Beginning month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing_Lf-l--_ 

Ending month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing 1/ 
No. of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage /5"' 
Fraction of subbasin that flows into wetlands 0 . .2. J 3 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin to 
principle spilIway(ha) I q 1.-( 

FP 

SAX 

SAE 

VME 

v 

SEPP 

CS 

CFP 

HC 

IFLODI 

IFLOD2 

NDTARG 

FW 

SAXW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at ) 
principle spillway(mm) I q I VMXW 

Total surface area of aIJ wetlands in subbasin at 
emergency spilIway(ha) D. 0 SAEW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
emergency spillway(mm) 0, Q VMEW 

Initial wetlands volumes(mm) 143 VW 

Seepage through dam (contributes to flow) (m3/day) D. 0 SEPW 
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Management Data (.mgt) 
10. Management Data 

Number of years of rotation_ ..... / __ NROT 

Number of pesticides used in simulation 0 NPTOT 

MON DAY HUSC ITILL HU1,5 NCRpl ,5 AIRG1 ANI1,J PHO~ INPEST' PAMT CN2upl " 

BMEAT' ITIL' ALAIs D~ IFERr FRORGN3 FRORGr 
NDGRAZ' HITARI DMfARI 

0 O<o~ L 141& .Js2 .iL 0 c) .J2. 0 

~ f2£i7 .L .~ M -12... Q. fl- O ~ 

The following table includes the opemtion and code number for ITILL to be input in the SWAT model. 
ITILL - Opemtion Code Number 

1 =plant opemtion 
2=irrigation opemtion 
3=fertilizer opemtion 
4=pesticide opemtion 
5 = harvest and kill opemtion 
6=tillage opemtions 
7=harvest only 
8 = kill only 
9 = grazing 

S&',;( 

S-" . .2 

The superscript numbers stands for inputing the variable if ITILL is equal to this number, e.g., if ITILL=9. then 
the variable BMEAT (Daily biomass removed by grazing in kg/hal should be input. 
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9. Soils Data'" 

Layer # 
1 

Number of soil layers __ _ 
K~Factor_~_ 
Pass #200 sieve 

~-~ 

Soils series name' A H M if/( 

2 3 4 

Depth to bottom layer(mm) 

Bulk density 

Soils Data (.sol) 

5 6 

AvailaDle water capacity(mm/mm) 

Saturated conductivity(mm/h) 

Clay content(%) 

Organic carbon content(%) 

Sand content(%) 

Rock fragments(%) 

Moist soil albedo 

Initial N03 concentration(g/t) 

7 8 9 

NS 
EK 
SIL 

SNAM 

10 

POR 

AWC 

SC 

CLA 

CBN 

SAN 

ROCK 

SALB 

WN03 

S~iment size distribution(fraction~-if unknown, enter 0.) PSZ 
Sand(.20 mm)_ Silt(.Olmm)_ Clay(.002mm)_ Sm Ag(.3mm)_ L Ag(.SOmm)_ 

Maximum rooting deptb(mm) ZMX 
*These data will be retrieved with the "RUNSOIL" progmm and entered into UTIL with the "LOAD" command • 
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Groundwater Data (.gw) 
12. Groundwater Data 

Initial groundwater height(m) O. 3 

Initial groundwater flow contribution to streamflow 0.;) 

Alpha factor for groundwater D.3~ 

Specific yield 0.3 

Groundwater delay(days) b e ,2 

Revap coefficient-fraction of recharge 
(root zone that goes to revap) O.~ 

Fraction(O-l) of root zone perc that percolates 
past shallow gw into deep gw O. 0 ( 

Revap storage 0, I 

Initial deep aquifer storage(mm) 5: 00 
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GWHT 

GWQ 

ABF 

SYLD 

DELAY 

REVAPC 

RCHRGC 

REVAPMN 

DEEPST 
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Data Assembly Forms 5 

Subbasin Data (.sub) 
4. Subbasin Data 

Fraction of basin in each subarea 0, Jq 5 FLU 

SCS runoff curve number - Condition II S 1, :;- CN2 

C02 concentration (ppmv) 0.0 C02 

Water content of snow on ground at start of simulation (mm) Or (7 SNO 

Main channel length in each subbasin (lem) 1 J, Y CHLI 

Average channel slope in each subbasin (m/m) 0,0/ CHS 

Average main channel width (m) /0, 0 CHW 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium (mm/hr) /0,0 CHK 

Channel N value O. bioS 

Overland flow N value 0, II 

Main elevation of the subbasin (m) 5t. 3 

Return flow travel time(days) . 6. D 

Sediment concentration in return flow bDO 

USLE erosion control practice factor P 0, Rs 

Average slope length(m) /OD 

Average slope steepness(m/m) 6,010/ 

Initial residue cover(kglha) D. (; . 

Monthly precipitation increment (%) 

Monthly temperature increment eC) . 

cJ 0 

Monthly solar radiation increment (Iys) 

D [) () 0 

CHN 

OVN 

ELEV 

RT 

CSS 

ECP 

SL 

STP 

RSDIN 

RFINC(1-12) 

'fMPINC(1-12) 

c,) o ~O 

RADINC(l-12) 



· Data Assembly Forms 6 

Subbasin Data (.sub continued) 
Monthly relative humidity increment (%) HUMINC(1-12) 

o ...lL 0 -L2... 0 

Monthly C02 increment (ppm) C02INC(1-12) 

OO..i1..-.O~~o06 
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Routing Data (.rte) 
5. Routing Data 

Average channel widtb(m) 5, S 

Average channel deptb(m) 0 1 S

Channel slope(m/m) 0,0 J 

Channel length(km) ..2.3, L{ 

Channel N value(mm/hr) D. 0('" ~ 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of alluvium (mm/hr) la, 0 

Channel USLE K factor 0.32 

Channel USLE C factor D" 003 
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Data Assembly Forms 8 

Pond Data (.pnd) 
6. Reservoirs with a Subbasin Data 

Fraction of each subbasin that flows into ponds D.03& 

Total surface area of all ponds in each subbasin(ha) 1. '7 :; 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at principle spillway(mm) S 9 

Total surface area of all ponds in subbasin 
at emergency spillway(ha) Q 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at emergency spillway(mm) D 

Initial pond volumes(mm) 'iL{ 
Seepage through dam(m3/day) D.O 

Initial sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) Llo D 

Normal sediment concentration in ponds(ppm) Llvo 

Hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms(mmlhr) Ot 08 

Beginning month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing Lj 
i 

Ending month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing--,I.t-L __ 

No. of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage / .S 

FP 

SAX 

VMX 

SAE 

VME 

v 

SEPP 

CS 

CFP 

He 

IFLODl 

IFLOD2 

NDTARG 

Fraction of subbasin that flows into wetlands Or SS-.s- FW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin to 
principle spillway(ha) .2 DSg SAXW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
principle spillway(mm) 17 Lf VMXW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin at 
emergency spillway(ha) Ot <2 SAEW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
emergency spillway(mm) (), <2 VMEW 

Initial wetlands volumes(mm) 13 0 vw 

Seepage through dam (contributes to flow) (m3/day) O. 0 SEPW 
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Pond Data (. pnd continued) 

Initial sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) g Q') 

Normal sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) . f?oo 

Hydraulic conductivity of wetlands bottoms(mmlhr) O,o/fc; 
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Pesticide Data (.chm) 
8. Pesticide Data 

Initial pesticide on Initial pesticide on Enrichment ratio 
fol iage(kg/ha) ground(kg/ha) for pesticides 

FFP GP ERP 

Pesticide 
0 0 D 1 

2 0 0 [) 

3 D Q D 

4 Q 0 () 

5 [J Q V 
6 D {1 D. 
7 0 a 0 
8 D D a 
9 0 0 [) 

10 C) 0 6 

Organic N Phosphorus Concentration of labile 
concentration concentration (soluble) P 

(g/m3) (g/m3) (g/m3) 
WN WPO AP 

I'-LD 700 OJi 
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Data Assembly Forms 13 

Management Data (.mgt) 
10. Management Data 

Number of years of rotation I NROT 

Number of pesticides used in simulation 0 NPTOT 

MON DAY RUse ITILL HUt ,5 NCRP' ,5 AIRG1 ANI'F PIIOS' INPESr PA~ CN2upt " 

lJMEAT' ITIL' ALAl5 DM5 lFERT FRORGN3 FRORGpl 
NPGRAZ' HlTAR' PMTAR' 

Q D,og --L I '-lIb J2. ..LL ...0- k 0 .f:L 51.) Dec f'd k ow.-> 

-1L 0,07 L :JIg;).. U --'2 0 (.) D ~ C;'1,> Lf) /1. ;.(..?-fUU.5 

The following table includes the operation and code number for ITILL to be input in the SWAT model. 
ITILL • Operation Code Number 

1 =plant operation 
2 = irrigation operation 
3 = fertilizer operation 
4 =pesticide operation 
5 = harvest and kill operation 
6=tillage operations 
7=harvest only 
8=kill only 
9 = grazing 

The superscript numbers stands for inputing the variable if ITILL is equal to this number, e.g., if ITILL=9, then 
the variable BMEAT (Daily biomass removed by grazing in kg/ha) should be input. 
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Soils Data (.sol) 
9. Soils Data'" 

Layer # 
1 

Number of soil layers __ _ 
K-Factor __ _ 
Pass #200 sieve ---:--
Soils series name A II M f Et< 

2 3 4 

Depth to bottom layer(mm) 

Bulk density 

Available water capacity(mm/mm) 

Saturated conductivity(mmlh) 

Clay content(%) 

Organic carbon content(%) 

Sand content(%) 

Rock fragments(%) 

Moist soil albedo 

Initial N03 concentration(g/t) 

5 6 7 8 9 

NS 

EK 
SIL 
SNAM 

10 

z 

POR 

Awe 

se 

CLA 

CBN 

SAN 

ROCK 

SALB 

WN03 

Sediment size distribution(fraction--if unknown, enter 0.) PSZ 
Sand(.20 mm) __ Silt(.01mm)_ Clay(.002mm)__ Sm Ag(.3mm)_ L Ag(.50mm)_ 

Maximum rooting deptb(mm) ZMX 
*These data will be retrieved with the "RUNSOIL" program and entered into UTIL with the "LOAD" command. 
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Groundwater Data (.gw) 
12. Groundwater Data 

Initial groundwater height(m) at 3 

Initial groundwater flow contribution to streamflow 0.:2 

Alpha factor for groundwater O. ~> S 

Specific yield n. 3 

Groundwater delay(days) C)/;;2. 

Revap coefficienHraction of recharge 
(root zone that goes to revap) L') ~ ~ 

Fraction(O-l) of root zone perc that percolates 
past shallow gw into deep gw (). a I 

Revap storage 0, t 

Initial deep aquifer storage(mm) 5Do 
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Data Assembly Forms 5 

Subbasin Data (.sub) 
4. Subbasin Data 

Fraction of basin in each subarea O. /3 7 FLU 

scs runoff curve number - Condition II s:g. S CN2 

C02 concentration (ppmv) Q.O C02 

Water content of snow on ground at start of simulation (mm) 0.0 SNO 

Main channel length in each subbasin (Ian) ILj. (J CHLI 

Average channel slope in each subbasin (m/m) Of Q 17 CHS 

Average main channel width (m) fa. {) CHW 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of channel alluvium (mmlhr) I V, Q CHK 

Channel N value D. Og~ CHN 

Overland flow N value tJ .1/0 OVN 

Main elevation of the subbasin (m) ~;J.~ ELEV 

Return flow travel time(days) b. D RT 

Sediment concentration in return flow ~O 0 CSS 

USLE erosion control practice factor P "( goq ECP 

Average slope length(m) 100 SL 

Average slope steepness(m/m) O. u27 STP 

Initial residue cover(kglha) O. 0 RSDIN 

Monthly precipitation increment (%) RFlNC(1-12) 

C) 12 o o 0 Q 00-1200~ 

Monthly temperature increment eC) TMPINC(l-12) 

o 0 o Q o 
Monthly solar radiation increment (Iys) RADINC(la12) 

t)O 60()OO 
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Subbasin Data (.sub continued) 
Monthly relative humidity increment (%) HUMINC(1-12) 

Monthly COZ increment (ppm) C02INC(1-12) 

o ~ C) C) 0 () () C) ~ 0 cJ (J 
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Routing Data (.rte) 
5. Routing Data 

Average channel width(m) 3 I S-

Average channel depth(m) 0 I 3 

Channel slope(m/m) 0,017 

Channel length(km) Ill. 0 

Channel N value(mmlhr) O,O?S 

Effective hydraulic conductivity of alluvium (mmlhr) 10.0 

Channel USLE K factor O. -3:'< 

Channel USLE C factor O. CV.3 
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Data Assembly Forms 8 

Pond Data (.pnd) 
6. Reservoirs with a Subbasin Data 

Fraction of each subbasin that flows into ponds L t) 

Total surface area of all ponds in each subbasin(ha) JL Q 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at principle spillway(mm) 19,0 

Total surface area of all ponds in subbasin 
at emergency spillway(ha) at 0 

Runoff volume from pond catchment area required to fill empty ponds 
at emergency spillway(mm) 0, 0 

Initial pond volumes(mm) I if. 0 

Seepage through dam(m3/day) 0,0 

Initial sediment concentration in ponds (ppm) Lfot.) 

Normal sediment concentration in ponds(ppm) L( 00 

Hydraulic conductivity of pond bottoms(mm/hr) O,ofl 

Beginning month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing '-I 
Ending month of "non-flood" season for reservoir routing 1/ 

No. of days to reach target storage from current reservoir storage Is 
Fraction of subbasin that flows into wetlands ['), e / 8 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin to 

FP 

SAX 

SAE 

VME 

v 

SEPP 

CS 

CFP 

HC 

IFLODI 

IFLOD2 

NDTARG 

FW 

principle spillway(ha) 5;-/1 SAXW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
principle spiJlway(mm) /30 VMXW 

Total surface area of all wetlands in subbasin at 
emergency spillway(ha) C) c) SAEW 

Runoff volume from wetlands catchment area required to fill empty ponds at 
emergency spillway(mm) {) ( Q VMEW 

Initial wetlands volumes(mm) GJ 7 vw 

Seepage through dam (contributes to flow) (m3/day) 0,0 SEPW 



.. ) 

Pond Data (. pnd continued) 

Initial sediment concentration in wetlands (ppm) RoD 

Normal sediment concentration in wetlands(ppm) eO D 

Hydraulic conductivity of wetlands bottoms(mmlhr) 1.)« 0 1& 
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8. Pesticide Data 

Pesticide 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Initial pesticide on 
foliage(kg/ha) 

FFP 

0 

f..) 

() 

0 
0 
() 

() 

() 
0 
0 

Organic N 
concentration 

(g/m3) 
WN 

LLfO 

Pesticide Data (.chm) 

Initial pesticide on 
ground(kg/ha) 

GP 

0 
Q 

0 
0 
C} 
0 
Q 

0 
0 
(7 

Data Assembly Forms 11 

Enrichment ratio 
for pesticides 

ERP 

Q 

o 
Q' 
o 
o 

Phosphorus 
concentration 

(g/m3) 

Concentration of labile 
(soluble) P 

(g/m3) 
WPO AP 

100 



Data Assembly Forms 13 

Management Data (.mgt) 
10. Management Data 

Number of years of rotation._.<-/ __ NROT 

Number of pesticides used in simulation 0 NPTOT 

MON DAY HUSC ITILL HUt,5 NCRpt,5 AIRGl ANIT PHOS' INPESr PAMr CN2upt., 

BMEAT' ITIL' ALAI$ D~ IFERT FRORGN3 FRORGpl 
NDGRAZ9 HIT ARt DMTARI 

0 Q£2S -L /.'11& ..L2 ..tl. Q -D... .-fl .Ll ~3.~ 'D.e L ;&1 lA ,1{.<:J 

~ 0(07 -I- ;;u&2 .:2l £L ....t:.:.L .£L --..D .£.2 sK,) Co h ,-r e-IOtA,5 

The following table includes the opemtion and code number for ITILL to be input in the SWAT model. 
ITILL - Opemtion Code Number 

I =plant opemtion 
2 = irrigation .opemtion 
3 =fertilizer opemtion 
4=pesticide opemtion 
5=harvest and kill opemtion 
6=tillage opemtions 
7=harvest only 
8=kill only 
9=grazing 

The superscript numbers stands for inputing the variable if ITILL is equal to this number, e.g., if ITILL=9, then 
the variable BMEAT (Daily biomass removed by grazing in kg/ha) should be input. 
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Data Assembly Forms 12 

Soils Data (.sol) 
9. Soils Data'" 

Layer # 
1 

Number of soil Jayers __ _ 
K~Factor_-_ 
Pass #200 sieve __ --:-
Soils series name AHM EGg 

2 3 4 

Depth to bottom Jayer(mm) 

Bulk density 

Available water capacity(mm/mm) 

Saturated conductivity(mmlh) 

Clay content(%) 

Organic carbon content(%) 

Sand content(%) 

Rock fragments(%) 

Moist soil albedo 

Initial N03 concentration(g/t) 

5 6 7 8 9 

NS 
EK 
SIL 
SNAM 

10 

Z 

POR. 

Awe 

se 

eLA 

eRN 

SAN 

R.OCK 

SALB 

WN03 

S~iment size djstribution(fraction~~if unknown. enter 0.) PSZ 
Sand(.20 nun)_ Silt(.Olmm)_ Clay(.002mm)_ Sm Ag(.3mm)_ L Ag(.50nun)_ 

Maximum rooting depth(mm) ZMX 
*These data will be ~trieved with the "RUNSOIL" program and entered into UTIL with the "LOAD" command. 
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Groundwater Data (.gw) 
12. Groundwater Data 

Initial groundwater height(m) 0/ 3 

Initial groundwater flow contribution to streamflow 0, D2. 

Alpha factor for groundwater 0, 3S 

Specific yield Q I ::s 

Groundwater delay(days) D.~ 

Revap coefficient-fraction of recharge 
(root zone that goes to revap) 0«,:;), 

Fraction(O-l) of root zone perc that percolates 
past shallow gw into deep gw 0, Q I 

Revap storage 0.1 

Initial deep aquifer storage(mm) .5 DO 
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Routing structure 
File: baptism.fig 

Command 
subbasin 
subbasin 
subbasin 
subbasin 
subbasin 
route 
add 
route 
add 
add 
route 
add 
finish 

Storage 
# Location 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
2 6 
5 7 
2 8 
5 9 
5 10 
2 11 
5 12 
0 

Source Various parameters not used 
Locations in this application of SWAT 

1 1 1 0.000 00000001 
2 2 2 0.000 00000002 
3 3 3 0.000 00000003 
4 4 4 0.000 00000004 
5 5 5 0.000 00000005 
2 5 5 0.000 00000005 
2 6 2 0.000 00000002 
3 4 4 0.000 00000004 
3 8 8 0.000 00000008 
9 7 7 0.000 00000007 
1 10 1 0.000 00000001 
1 11 1 0.000 00000001 
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Names of input files 
File: file.cio 
Baptism River Watershed, Near Beaver Bay, MN Spring 1996 

Simulated as Five Subbasins 
Input determined via GIS whenever possible 

baptism.std baptism.sbs baptism.rch baptism.rsv baptism.lqo 
baptism.pso 
baptism. eve crop.dat till.dat pest.dat baptism.cod 
baptism.bsn 
baptism.lwq baptism. fig baptism.sta baptism.bsb 

1 1 
babbit.pcp 

babbit.tmp 

1 0 0 0 o baptisml.sub baptisml.rte baptisml.pnd 
baptisml.chm baptisml.sol 

baptisml.mgt baptisml.mco baptisml . gw granmara.wgn 
2 0 0 0 o baptism2.sub baptism2.rte baptism2.pnd 

baptism2.chm baptism2.so1 
baptism2.mgt baptism2.mco baptism2.gw babbitt.wgn 
3 0 0 0 o baptism3.sub baptism3.rte baptism3.pnd 

baptism3.chm baptism3.so1 
baptism3.mgt baptism3.mco baptism3.gw babbitt.wgn 
4 0 0 0 o baptism4.sub baptism4.rte baptism4.pnd 

baptism4.chm baptism4.so1 
baptism4.mgt baptism4.mco baptism4.gw babbitt.wgn 
5 0 0 0 o baptism5.sub baptism5.rte baptism5.pnd 

baptism5.chm baptism5.so1 
baptism5.mgt baptism5.mco baptism5.gw babbitt.wgn 
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Appendix C 

Residual Plots for Regressions 

Bankfull Width 

2 
3.4 

3 0.(60.1 
~6(0.\(\?l~6 

\oll 

Bankfull Depth 

residual 

3 2 

log(dralnage area) 




